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Abstract
The debate over possible selective involvement of the United Nations Security
Council in armed conflicts is currently re-emerging both in the academic discussions and
in the sphere of practical politics. This thesis aims at explaining the possible reasoning
behind this selectivity – often exemplified by the contrasting participation of the United
Nations in the crises of Libya and Syria – through a qualitative case study focusing on
African intrastate wars. Two possible factors, influencing the Council’s decision making,
are based on classical theories of International Relations – while realism stresses the
interests of the five permanent members of the Council, constructivism puts an emphasis
on the normative goals of the organization, therefore on the role of the crisis’ severity. The
impact of these variables is subsequently assessed within the civil wars in Algeria,
Burundi, Djibouti and Guinea-Bissau, with an attempt to depict the relationship between
the discussed explanatory factors and the eventual activity of the Security Council.

Abstrakt
V současné době se jak na akademické půdě, tak ve sféře praktické politiky
opětovně řeší otázka selektivního zapojení Rady bezpečnosti Organizace spojených
národů (OSN) v ozbrojených konfliktech. Tato práce si klade za cíl prostřednictvím
kvalitativní případové studie zjistit, nakolik se tato selektivita – často dokládaná
rozdílným přístupem OSN ke krizím v Libyi a Sýrii – promítá do aktivity organizace
v afrických občanských válkách. Dva možné faktory, ovlivňující rozhodování Rady, jsou
založeny na klasických teoriích mezinárodních vztahů – dle realismu záleží především na
zájmech stálých pěti členů Rady v dané oblasti, konstruktivismus naopak vyzdvihuje
normativní cíle organizace, a tedy roli závažnosti dané situace. Vliv těchto proměnných na
aktivitu Rady je následně zkoumán v rámci konfliktů v Alžírsku, Burundi, Džibutsku a
Guineji-Bissau, přičemž důraz je kladen na vztah mezi sledovanými příčinami a výsledným
zapojením Rady bezpečnosti.
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Introduction
Legitimacy of an international institution represents a major issue affecting both
decision-making process and compliance with the institution’s outputs. In the case of the
United Nations Security Council, it is defined as “the degree to which the UN membership
recognizes the council as having both the right and the competence to act on behalf of the
international community in addressing issues related to international peace and security”
(Nadin, 2016, p. 20). The uniqueness of the Security Council, being the sole organ capable
of legitimizing the use of force1, adds even more importance to its ability to itself appear
legitimate.
Current research generally distinguishes three existing types of legitimacy (Binder
and Heupel, 2014). Firstly, legal legitimacy deals with the issue of consent – in the case of
the United Nations that means whether the Security Council follows the authority
entrusted to him by member states. Secondly, procedural legitimacy covers three distinct
criteria – representativeness, accountability and transparency of the Council’s methods
and activities. And lastly, performance legitimacy reflects the organization’s ability to
reach its goals.
Despite the fact that the legal legitimacy is also being contested, inter alia, by the
fact that the Council significantly expanded its competencies since the creation of the
Charter (e.g. Philpott, 1999), the compliance with its legal mandate attracts far less
attention than deficits deriving from the other types of legitimacy. As Fitzgerald (2000)
argues, majority of reform proposals coming both from member states and from the
Working Group2 suggest changes within the Council’s procedures – most notably
regarding veto power of the five permanent members, lack of transparency, or insufficient
participation of other member states.
However, the aim of this thesis is to contribute to the debate concerning the
Security Council's ability to reach its goals. Going back to the general definition of the
United Nations’ legitimacy, it could be argued that while legal and procedural types
represent the “right” to maintain international peace, performance legitimacy emphasizes
the “competence” to do so – i.e. the capacity to prevent threats to peace depending upon
their severity and imminence, while simultaneously not being thwarted by any other
The legitimacy of the use of force is monopolized by the Security Council with an exception of
intervention upon request and the right to self-defence (Rittberger and Zangl, 2006, p. 127).
2 “The Open-ended Working Group on the Question of Equitable Representation on and Increase in
the Membership of the Security Council and Other Matters Related to the Security Council” was
created in 1993 in order to propose general reforms of the Security Council.
1
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external or internal influences. Therefore, although performance legitimacy can be
assessed by multiple alternative ways – from addressing individual attempts of the
Security Council to deal with armed clashes, to comparing its performance during the Cold
War with the post-1991 period – this thesis is going to focus on the Security Council’s
agenda, and its performance legitimacy shall be evaluated through the reasoning behind
the Security Council’s (in)action as well as through its selective involvement in various
intrastate conflicts.
Martin Binder’s work (2009; 2015) is probably the most comprehensive notion
regarding this matter. Focusing on humanitarian crises following the Cold War, the author
suggests that the Council indeed intervenes selectively, possibly undermining the
international order in general. Binder then concludes his argument stating that although
the record improved as compared to the situation before 1991, contemporary differences
between the Council’s involvement in Libya and Syria show that the selectivity still poses a
relevant issue. Similarly, Archibugi (2004) implies that the possibility of denoting
interventions in Iraq, Somalia or Kosovo as selective and self-interested can eventually
lead to decreasing their overall efficacy. Lastly, on a more general note Thakur (2010)
introduces the concept of “normative inconsistency” – selective application of global
norms against friends and adversaries, providing an example of lessening the gravity of
human rights abuses performed by Israel contrasted to highlighting those of Iraq and Iran.
The theoretical framework, constituting the first chapter of this thesis, will address
the two approaches which are usually used to explain this selective activity, supporting
their assumptions by acknowledging additional authors dealing with the topic. The first
one, based on realism, argues that it is the permanent membership of the Council (the P-5)
what determines the scale of involvement, basing the decision upon its own interests in
the conflict region. The other one, deriving its notions from constructivism, emphasises
the crisis’ severity – in other words, the more intense the crisis is, the more likely the
Council is supposed to get involved. While the former, given the discussed goals of the
Security Council, scathes the Council’ perceived legitimacy to a great extent, the latter
enhances it by prioritizing the actual need for multilateral assistance instead of the
unilateral goals of the P-5.
The following chapters will outline the general methodology, depicting the two
main independent variables – intensity of the conflict and the P-5’s interests in it, as well
as the only dependent variable, the Council’s particular activity. Apart from their
conceptualization and operationalization the case selection if elaborated subsequently,
explaining the focus on Africa and constructing population of 10 cases of African civil
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wars. From this subset of humanitarian crises four will be chosen with respect to certain
criteria, resulting into four extensive case studies examining the variables’ values within
the given conflicts. That being said, the finding should be able to answer the following
research question: “What does explain the varying involvement of the United Nations
Security Council in African conflicts?”

1

Theoretical Framework
Inspired by existing research, this thesis will draw upon two of the main streams in

the contemporary field of international relations and upon their views of international
institutions and cooperation – namely realism and constructivism. While neoliberalism –
or neoliberal institutionalism – as the third major approach surely has something to say
about the functioning of international institutions, it has not yet been widely used to
explain the Security Council’s possible selectivity. For that reason it shall be omitted by
this paper as well, as it aims at deepening the realist – constructivist debate, not widening
it.

1.1

Realism and International Institutions
International institutions aside, realism – and later neorealism – in general views

the international system as anarchical, with the state being the main actor of international
affairs. The system is therefore conflictual, whether the anarchical structure or the violent
nature of the actors is emphasized as the cause. John Mearsheimer (1995, p. 10) presents
realism’s five basic assumptions about international system – apart from the anarchical
nature, states also possess some kind of offensive military capability enabling them to hurt
and possibly destroy each other, they can never be certain about other states’ intentions,
their driving force is survival above all others, and they rationally calculate the best way to
preserve themselves when challenged by other states.
Within such system, cooperation is possible – however, Joseph M. Grieco argues
that according to neorealism international cooperation is “harder to achieve, more difficult
to maintain, and more dependent on state power” than in the case of neoliberalism (in
Baldwin, 1993, p. 5). The dependence on state power should be stressed, as it plays
important role in the following hypotheses and represents the core of realist view on
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international institutions and organizations.3 Consequently, realism often points out the
importance of relative gains from international cooperation and also argues that a state of
hegemonic stability is a prerequisite for an emergence of international institutions, as only
a hegemon can possess the necessary power and influence to establish a functioning
organization or regime (Drulák, 2010, p. 149).
As Rittberger and Zangl (2006, p. 16) argue, classical realism views international
organizations as of “little help” in overcoming the power struggle of states, driven by the
nature of human beings. Instead of that, international organizations are used by powerful
actors to achieve their political goals and to “pursue their self-interest”. It could be argued
that the Concert of Europe in the 19th century was an example of international institution –
not and organization in today’s understanding – trying to implement the will of its
members, in this case to restrain revolutionary attempts and to maintain status quo.
Similarly, the League of Nations – an international organization – could be viewed as an
attempt of victorious participants of World War I to safeguard their positions, an attempt
which failed mostly due to the absence of the biggest players of that time.
Similarly, neorealism once again stresses the importance of relative gains – and
claims that cooperation within international organizations can only emerge if one of the
organization’s members is so powerful that it can survive other members obtaining
relative gains, while the absolute gains benefit the member itself. In other words – going
back to the already mentioned hegemonic “condition” – the most powerful state uses the
institutions to increase its potential and its influence, as often shown by the example of
NATO as a tool of the United States designed to face the Soviet threat (Mearsheimer, 1995,
p. 14). It is therefore clear that realism only allows institutions to have regulatory power –
they may influence members’ actions, but not their interests (Karlas, 2008, p. 42).
Moving to the United Nations, through the realist lens the permanent five members
of the Security Council without doubt represent the biggest powers, potentially using the
organization to implement their own policies. Following World War II, the Allies together
with the Soviet Union and China enforced veto power to be granted to them – with
especially Moscow trying to expand the power to halt a resolution or an admission of a
new member as much as possible (Luck, 2006, p. 14). This unique inequality, together

As Martin and Simmons (2013, p. 328-329) argue, the main difference between international
institutions (or regimes, as those terms are increasingly describing the same phenomenon) and
international organizations lies in membership – specifically in the reality that while a state usually
needs to be admitted into an international organization, in the case of the “set of rules governing
international behaviour” – being international institution – no such admission is necessary.
3
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with increasing calls for reform, represent one of the biggest challenges of the United
Nations – and also one of the most often criticized aspect.
However, it is important to note that it is not just the P-5 seat which gives an UN
member power and influence – current research shows that cooperation of smaller states
can often be simply bought off by wealthier countries or enforced through lending
mechanisms of international financial institutions (Martin and Simmons, 2013, p. 330). An
example of the former was provided by the US president Donald Trump, threatening to cut
off aid to the UN members voting for a resolution condemning his decision to recognize
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital (Rampton and Nichols, 2017).
With all the mentioned characteristics of realist viewpoint towards the functioning
of international organizations, the first hypothesis shall reflect the possibility that the P5’s decision making is influenced predominantly by interests of its members, as it is often
maintained by current research. For example, Boulden (2006) argues that the P-5
authorizes operations under Blue Helmets when it matters to them and when “higherlevel interests are at stake” (p. 419). Wallensteen and Johansson (2004) observe that
although the UN has become more significant than ever, the stronger position of the P-5 in
determining the agenda still remains an issue (p. 25). And furthermore, while Binder
(2009) reveals that the Council has responded selectively to humanitarian crises after the
Cold War, emphasising the spheres of influence, V. P. Fortna found that the UN is less likely
to send peacekeepers into conflicts involving former colonies of the five veto powers (in
Frederking and Patane, 2017, p. 348). Therefore, the first hypothesis is structured as
follows:
➢ H1: The level of the UN Security Council’s involvement increases with the
magnitude of the P5 interests in the region.
It could be argued that with increasing interests of the P-5, the Council’s
involvement could decrease as well instead of increasing – following the logic that
powerful countries want to keep the international community away from their
“investments”. Even the above-mentioned research is somehow contradictory in this
regard – while Boulden’s notion is that peace operations are more likely to be sent to
conflicts with high interests of the P-5, Fortna argues that former colonies of the P-5
usually do not receive such assistance. Similarly, Frederking and Patane (2017) argue that
conflicts with large weapons and traditional trade connection to the P-5 are less likely to
be on the Council’s agenda. The case selection of this thesis should be able to contribute to
explaining this unclarity, together with answering the main research question.
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1.2

Constructivism and International Institutions
In the case of realism, states as the main actors of international politics act both

materialistically and rationally, as they calculate the best way to gain power. Similarly,
both realism – in all its forms – and liberalism represent positivist approaches, claiming
that social reality can be assessed in the same way as the natural world, clearly separating
facts and values (Zehfuss, 2002, p. 3). Constructivism, on the other hand, aims at “seizing
the middle ground” (Adler, 1997) between rationalist and interpretative approaches, such
as postmodernism or poststructuralism.
Adler describes the distinction between positivist approaches, including realism,
and constructivism, with the following metaphor (1997, p. 320-321). If you throw a rock in
the air, it only responds to the physical force. If you throw a bird, it is affected by the same
physical force, however, internal information-processing affecting behaviour of the bird
takes place as well. Similarly, if you – metaphorically – throw a group of people or a nation
in the air, their path is not fully determined by the physical forces, and not even by their
individual rational choices. What also affects the result is shared knowledge, collective
meaning attached to the situation, and last but not least, rules and institutions. This
analogy shows that where realism stresses power, material capabilities and “measurable”
influence, constructivism highlights underlying norms and intersubjective meanings,
claiming that the social world is not given – it is constructed.
Furthermore, constructivists maintain that the nature of interests and identities of
world politics’ actors stems from ideational structures – with emphasis put on the ideas
shared by them (Karlas, 2008, p. 62). Those ideas can exist as discourses, identities or
norms, and they can also change depending on the given ideational structures. In other
words, world politics is not guided simply by materialistic factors or by pure power, as
realism claims, but also by underlying preferences of the actors, by their identities and by
their perception of particular situations.
As for institutions, where realism claims that they barely reflect the pre-existing
power relations of the main actors of international politics, constructivism turns this idea
upside down – according to Kratochwil or Ruggie, institutions actually shape actors’
preferences instead of just reflecting them (in Keohane, 1988, p. 382). The regulatory
power, given to institutions by realism, is complemented by their constitutive character –
actors’ preferences and identities are affected by the settings of international adjustments,
norms and collective historical developments. Therefore, institutions also help in
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establishing new collective identities, shared interests and practices (Adler, 2012, p. 128) –
and through socialization and social learning, institutions are also able to create and
spread norms defining legitimate behaviour. Moreover, Barnett and Finnemore (2004)
find that international organizations can act as independent actors, exercising
autonomous bureaucratic authority and creating rules independently on the aspirations of
its members.
For the purpose of this thesis, the constructivist view of the international norm of
human security, followed by the concept of humanitarian intervention, is crucial. During
the 1990s, the deepening of the concept of security – i.e. including new reference objects –
reached its peak with focus on human being and human individual. Originally only the
state was considered as the reference object, however, after the end of Cold War it was
discovered that other aspects of international sphere are worthy of protection as well –
from social groups, endangered within the ethno-political conflicts of the 1980s and
1990s, through economy and environment, to mankind as a whole and later human as an
individual. The main difference between state-centric and human-centric understanding of
security is that in the case of the former, the threat usually comes from the outside, while
in the case of human security it may come from within – civilians can be either caught in
an intrastate conflict, or they can be even targeted by their own governments (Kerr, 2007,
p. 93).
As for humanitarian intervention – the theory of human security, implemented
into practice – Finnemore (2003, p. 3) argues that although powerful states have been
intervening for “humanitarian” purposes for hundreds of years, only in the last century the
concept started to cover non-white and non-Christian people, evolving to the form of
humanitarian intervention as we know it today. More importantly, the author also claims
that when states do intervene, they attempt to do so on multilateral basis with
authorisation from an international organization4 – usually with an approval of the United
Nations. Within the United Nations, the issue of human security was addressed in the 1992
Agenda for Peace report, in which the UN Secretary-General Boutros-Boutros Ghali called
for “an integrated approach to human security” (UN, 2009, p. 8).
The development of human security norm clearly shows that the constructivist
notion of constitutive nature of international institutions has certain potential. The
international order, constructed by the United Nations, managed to ban the use of force in
The 2003 US invasion to Iraq is mentioned as an example – although it fits into another category,
intervention against threats to peace and order, and although George W. Bush eventually decided to
intervene unilaterally, he spent months pursuing the UN authorizations for the military action.
4
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international disputes, and later succeeded in promoting the notion that every human
being deserves protection. Despite the continuous disagreement regarding the normative
clash of humanitarian intervention with state sovereignty and the reluctance of the
international community to intervene into intrastate conflicts after the controversial 2011
case of Libya, during the time period this thesis is concerned about human security was a
mainstream approach.
With that in mind, the second hypothesis shall reflect the fact that members of the
United Nations, including the P-5, should be eager to deal with conflicts which create high
amount of human suffering. Connecting human security to the concept of legitimacy,
Frederking and Patane (2017) argue that crises with larger number of deaths and refugees
are more likely to draw the Council’s attention. Similarly, Beardsley and Schmidt (2011)
suggest that there is a “close correspondence” between the conflict’s intensity and the
level of UN’s involvement (p. 46). The logic behind this reasoning resembles what March
and Olsen (1989) call the “logic of appropriateness”, as the authors argue that political
institutions tend to “determine what the situation is, what role is being fulfilled, and what
the obligations of that role in that situation are” (p. 160). Therefore, the second hypothesis
is structured as follows:
➢ H2: The level of the UN Security Council’s involvement increases with the
severity of the conflict.

2

Methodological Framework
Unlike most of the contemporary research of the UN Security Council’s selectivity

this thesis will be qualitative in its nature, assessing only the four cases selected by the
procedure described further. That implies that while its outcome will not be as general
and comprehensive as in the instance of quantitative studies, there will be more space for
inquiry of individual conflicts, various singularities and different circumstances of the
United Nations’ advance.
The character of this thesis will therefore be the one of a case study, specifically a
multiple co-variation analysis. Firstly, theoretical framework explaining different possible
causal mechanisms of the Security Council’s agenda-setting was already presented in the
previous chapter. Secondly, individual variables derived from both approaches will be
presented, each reflecting one of the presented hypotheses. Thirdly, a population of cases
will be created with respect to certain criteria, with the following selection of four cases
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being based on the created sets of variables. Those cases will be qualitatively assessed,
focusing on the relationship between dependent and independent variables within
individual instances. And finally, validity of both potential explanations shall be
determined, matching the findings with trends given by the two theoretical approaches.
Unlike other types of methods, for example the congruence analysis, the aim is not
to evaluate the strength of an individual theory, but rather to tell which of the two
explanations offers a better foundation for the research of Security Council’s possible
selectivity, focusing mostly on the variables derived from the two theories. Similarly,
unlike in the case of process tracing, the chosen conflicts themselves shall not be explored
too deeply, as their dynamics is not the main interest of this thesis. That being said, covariation analysis – with its main focus on evaluating the explanatory power of certain
hypotheses – should offer the best way to understand the relationship between the
conflict’s nature and involvement of the Security Council.

2.1

Conceptualization, Operationalization, and Data
Three major variables are going to be used within this thesis – as suggested,

conflict intensity and interests of the P-5 will represent independent variables, with the
UN Security Council’s activity in the given conflict being the only dependent variable. Both
independent variables will be further composed of four sub-variables reflecting either the
intensity (Sub-variables 1-4) or amplitude of the P-5’s interests (Sub-variables 5-8).

2.1.1 Independent Variable 1: Conflict Intensity
As for the severity of the conflict, this thesis will mostly work with sub-variables
used within the previous research – namely the number of casualties and refugees,
spillover effect and the level of human suffering. The reasoning behind – apart from the
constructivist notion mentioned in the previous chapter – is that since the purpose of the
United Nations is to “maintain international peace and security, and (…) to take effective
collective measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace (…)” (UN,
2017a), the Security Council should take steps against atrocities with potential to
endanger international peace. Specifically sub-variables 2 and 3 deal with this issue the
most – as exemplified by the 2015 migrant crisis in Europe when it comes to the issue of
refugees, and by the contemporary conflict in Syria, showing how dangerous spillover
effect is for international community. Consequently, rest of these sub-variables – being 1
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and 4 – emphasizes the constructivist-humanitarian understanding of international affairs,
focused on the protection of individual human beings from death or suffering.

Sub-variable 1: Casualties
In the case of African conflicts different sources vary a lot when indicating the
number of casualties. Therefore, inspired by the work of Frederking and Patane (2017),
the conflict’s death toll is estimated via Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP, 2017)
collecting data concerning battle deaths5 in individual conflict years. There are some
drawbacks to this approach – e.g. counting only battle deaths highly skews the conflict in
Burundi, where other sources anticipate 150-300 thousand casualties altogether (Global
Security, 2017; Marshall, 2017), while the UCDP estimates only 15 thousand – yet the
Uppsala Program is the most comprehensive database to use and for this purpose of
relative comparison it appears to be sufficient.

Sub-variable 2: Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
Official statistics of the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR, 2017) are used to estimate
the number of refugees and internally displaced persons, with the variable summing these
two categories. The “peak year” within the conflict period with the highest amount of
people leaving their homes was chosen as illustrative as it shows the impact of the crisis
itself more than just long-term migration trends. In other words, a simple mean could
potentially disadvantage prolonged conflicts with lower flow of refugees during several
years, and on the other hand a sum of all people fleeing their homes during the conflict
would decrease the severity of short, yet serious crises.

Sub-variable 3: Spillover Effect
Whether the intrastate conflict affected its country of origin’s neighbours is
depicted by variable of three degrees – 0 if the conflict remained within one state, 1 if any
border clashes were present or foreign military groups involved, and 2 if other countries
directly intervened into the crisis while not making it interstate. Martin Binder’s article
(2015), especially its online appendix (PRIO, 2017), served as the major source of data for
this variable, providing insight into the conflicts’ diffusion to neighbouring states. Apart

“Battle deaths” here do not mean solely armed soldiers killed in fights, but every individual killed
by combatants during the conflict.
5
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from this, case studies for individual conflicts were used, mainly those provided by the
OnWar project (OnWar, 2017).

Sub-variable 4: Human Suffering
“Human suffering index”, quantifying the level of human rights violation, was
calculated using The Political Terror Scale (The PTS) developed by Gydney et al. (PTS,
2017). The PTS measures the level of political violence by compiling data from three major
sources – yearly reports of Amnesty International, the U.S. State Department Country
Reports on Human Rights Practices and Human Rights Watch’s World Reports. For each
year, each source labels the country with levels from 1 to 5 with 1 being secured rule of
law and 5 being terror involving the whole population. For the purpose of the “human
suffering index” of this thesis, arithmetic mean of each conflict year within the individual
country was calculated, followed by creating additional mean of all years of the conflict
period. To provide an illustrative example, in case that evaluation from the three sources
was 4, 3 and 2 for the first year and 3, 2, and 1 for the second one, the variable’s final value
would be 2.5.
As will be explained in the following chapters, in the case of Rwanda years 1999
and 2000 were excluded from the mean calculation in order to prevent skewed results as
the conflict was not active in these years (see p. 20, supra note 9).

2.1.2 Independent Variable 2: The P-5’s Interests
The interests of the P-5 are more difficult to depict since the existing research
varies considerably in this matter. Used variables, being arms sales, trade, alliance ties and
former colonial status, represent a selection of reasons why a member of the P-5 should be
concerned about a conflict in a given region. One additional question arises here – does it
take only one P-5 member to affect the UN’s agenda, or is a collective interest necessary? If
the interested member attempts to increase UN’s activity, the collective concern – or at
least some basic consensus – seems to be needed, since every other individual member
would be able to oppose the attempt through its veto power. Conversely, in case that the
hypothesis goes the other way around, as suggested above, single member’s interest
would be enough to decrease the activity, again with regard to its veto power. The
following sub-variables represent both points of view – while arms sales and trade deal
with the P-5 as a whole, alliances and colonial ties mostly concern individual member
states.
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Sub-variable 5: Arms Sales
Amount of military supplies delivered to the conflict country is based on data
provided by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI, 2017a). Trendindicator Value (TIV) is used to show the transfers of major conventional weapons while
providing a common unit, simplifying the comparison of individual conflict years. The
variable’s value represents millions of TIVs provided to the conflict country by all
permanent members of the Security Council together6 – to avoid misinterpretation of the
data due to different lengths of the various conflicts, average arms flow per one conflict
year was calculated.
This particular sub-variable is potentially the most ambiguous one when it comes
to the discussed unclarity of realism-based hypothesis, as a P-5 member might both have
incentives to intervene into the conflict to secure its investments, and simultaneously to
prefer continuous and unregulated armed conflict – and therefore to block an intervention
– as its benefits outweigh those derived from a peaceful situation. As projected, some
insight into this issue should be provided by assessing the relationship of the arms sales
variable with the overall outcome of the analysis.

Sub-variable 6: Trade
Amount of trade between the P-5 and the conflict state is assessed using The
Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC, 2017). At first, the share of export of one P-5
member imported by the conflict state is estimated for each conflict year. Secondly,
average annual share of that one P-5 member’s export to the conflict state for the whole
conflict period is calculated. And thirdly, these average shares of all P-5 members’ exports
are summed, creating a variable depicting how much export of all P-5 members combined
ended up in the conflict state averagely every year within the conflict period. To illustrate,
average annual share of Russian export ending up in Ivory Coast during the crisis was 0.01
%, for China it was 0.04 %, for the United States 0.02 %, for France 0.21 % and for the
United Kingdom 0.03 %. Therefore, the final variable has value of 0.31. This and more shall
be further elaborated in the following part focusing on case selection.
Compared to arms sales, trade relations in general should be more in favour of
stable situation, as the potential benefit of providing weapons to combating parties does
not apply here.

6

For specific directories of weapons provided see SIPRI’s trade registers (SIPRI, 2017b).
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Sub-variable 7: Alliances
If the conflict state had any defence pact or any other type of alliance tie with one
of the P-5 is detected by using The Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions Project
(ATOP, 2005), with the variable showing the number of P-5 members connected to the
conflict state in such manner within the time period in which the conflict was active.
Considering the fact that eventually none of the conflict states had this type of alliance
with more than one P-5 member, the variable can also be understood as indicating
whether or not there was any connection at all, with 1 being the value for a positive
finding and 0 for a negative one.

Sub-variable 8: Former Colonial Status
Whether the conflict state used to be a direct colony of one of the P-5 is assessed
through the Correlates of War Project, specifically its “Colonial / Dependency Contiguity”
dataset (COW, 2017a). A dummy variable is created with 0 standing for the conflict state
not being a former P-5 colony and with 1 standing for the opposite. The date when the
state became independent, or what particular P-5 member was colonizing the conflict
state, is not relevant for the variable.
It could be argued that this sub-variable cannot provide much variation, since vast
majority of African states used to be a colony of some European power – however, while
that is undeniable, not each conflict state was colonized by a P-5 member. For example
Rwanda or Burundi were directly or indirectly administered by Belgium, while Liberia is
considered Africa’s “oldest republic” (BBC, 2018), being founded by freed American slaves.

2.1.3 Omitted Independent Sub-variables
Previous research of the Security Council’s selective involvement in humanitarian
crises presented various variables eventually omitted in this thesis. The focus on African
intrastate conflicts in the distinct time period following Cold War, explained in the
following chapter, automatically excluded variables such as polarity of the international
system, contiguity of the conflict state to a P-5 member, direct involvement of one of the P5 members in the conflict or the geographical relationship between crisis actors (see
Beardsley and Schmidt, 2011).
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Other variables were excluded because, as Binder argues (2015, p. 5), they were
repeatedly rejected by other previous research. Those are the type of conflict – religious,
secessionist, etc.; the availability of resources in the conflict area, and the existence of a
peace treaty between the warring parties. Furthermore, variable used by Binder showing
how the strength of countervailing power affects the UN’s involvement was partially
omitted as well – while the conflict state’s alliance ties were kept in this analysis, its
amount of military personnel was not, since the logic of a possible – and united –
opposition towards the UN’s intervention does not fully apply to intrastate conflicts.
Finally, variable used by Binder, Beardsley and Schmidt, focusing on previous
institutional involvement of the international community in the conflict region, is omitted
due to the lack of variation within the population of cases – both when assessing prior
peacekeeping operations (UN, 2017b) and the amount of humanitarian aid provided to the
country (OECD, 2016, p. 8).

2.1.4 Dependent Variable: The UN SC’s Activity
As for the activity of the United Nations Security Council within a given conflict,
inspired by Binder (2009) and Frederking and Patane (2017) this variable shall consist
mainly of the number of meetings and resolutions released during the conflict period, but
unlike the mentioned works, quantitative in their nature, the documents will be analysed
individually. In other words, the adopted resolution and convened meetings shall not be
reduced to a simple number, but instead analysed more in-depth in order to show how
exactly was the P-5 concerned about the particular conflict. That is not to say that this
approach is more beneficial than the quantitative one – as mentioned before, less
generalization will be possible, as findings will be limited to the specific circumstances of
the chosen conflicts. It is also important to note here that this work does not aim at
evaluating the UN’s success in solving the crisis – its goal is to simply “measure” the
activity with respect to the severity of the conflict and the P-5’s interests in it.
While analysing the content of meetings and resolutions, several focal points –
being the main tools of the Security Council – shall be observed, with their selection being
mostly based on the UN Charter (UN, 2017a). The Council can utilize the following options:
➢ Inviting affected members to participate

(Chapter V, Art. 31-2)

➢ Calling the parties to settle their dispute by peaceful means (Chapter VI, Art. 33)
➢ Investigating the dispute

(Chapter VI, Art. 34)

➢ Recommending appropriate procedures of adjustment

(Chapter VI, Art. 36)
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➢ Recommending terms of settlement

(Chapter VI, Art. 37)

➢ Determining existence of a threat to peace

(Chapter VII, Art. 39)

➢ Calling the parties to comply with provisional measures

(Chapter VII, Art. 40)

➢ Referring a dispute to an appropriate regional organization (Chapter VIII, Art. 53)
Apart from these categories, four more possible types of activity shall be assessed.
Firstly, the attitude of the Council towards humanitarian assistance within the given
conflict, secondly the use of any kind of sanctions or embargoes against the perpetrators,
thirdly deployment of a peacekeeping or mediatory operation, and lastly dispatching
military humanitarian intervention under Chapter VII of the Charter.
The number of meetings of the Security Council, as well as their content, shall be
extracted from the Security Council Meeting Records database (UN, 2017c). Similarly,
adopted resolutions will be obtained from the Security Council Resolutions database (UN,
2017d). As for humanitarian assistance, three main areas will be researched – the
Consolidated Appeals Process coordinating various donors of aid including major UN
agencies, the activity of the Food and Agriculture Organization and the World Food
Programme, and lastly refugee assistance provided by the UNHCR.
Although humanitarian assistance is not directly supervised by the Council, its
capacity heavily depends on its endorsement. Therefore, taken together these sources as
well as the Council’s stances towards them should provide sufficient record of the
humanitarian activity in each conflict. Official primary data provided by the United
Nations shall be used to analyse this part of the dependent variable, just as the following
section concerning sanction regimes, peacekeeping operations, and military interventions.

2.2

Case Selection
As indicated above, given the qualitative nature of this work the case selection

explained in the following section shall be narrowed into one particular type of conflict –
African intrastate war. According to the Correlates of War database (COW, 2017b), 60 out
of 74 wars erupting after 1991 were of intrastate character, thus the excluded cases
represent a minority and the analysis will be spared from burdensome comparison of
intra- and inter-state conflicts. Similarly, 31 out of these 60 intrastate conflicts took place
in Africa – although in this instance the cases do not represent a distinct majority, the
previous reasoning is applicable here as well and the analysis is thus spared explaining
various geographical and historical differences. Also, as Boulden (2003, p. 2) argues, the
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UN’s involvement in Africa – mostly the cases of Rwanda and Somalia – had a crucial
impact on the organization’s attitude towards conflicts in the post-Cold War period.
There also are some general and pragmatic reasons why this research emphasizes
Africa and African conflicts. Given the recent refugee crisis in Europe, Africa’s prolonged
problems became more visible even for non-scientific population – apart from Syria and
Afghanistan, the major sources of refugees by the end of 2015 were Somalia, South Sudan
and four other African countries (UNHCR, 2015, p. 16). Considering the demographic
growth of Africa – with for example Nigeria, country often mentioned as a source of
refugees as well, predicted to increase its population from current 190 million to almost
400 million by 2050 (CIA, 2018) – it is safe to predict that the share of refugees coming
from this continent is likely to increase as well. Combined with the overall poverty and
frequent ethnic and religious clashes, the focus on Africa becomes justifiable from this
perspective, since conflict prevention and conflict management provided by the UN could
improve the living conditions so that local population would lose the incentives to flee
their homes.
While focusing on African intrastate conflicts, two more conditions for the case
selection were set up. Firstly, only conflicts lasting within the period between 1991 and
2010 were considered, excluding both crises happening during the Cold War and these
affected by the Arab Spring. Secondly, conflicts emerging in this period which are still
ongoing in the present day were excluded as well. Both conditions are supposed to
increase the comparability of the cases, with the situation within the UN being rather
different during the Cold War7 and with the character of conflicts being substantially
changed after beginning of the Arab Spring. Furthermore, with ongoing cases excluded it is
possible to assess the UN’s whole involvement in the crisis without leaving the door
opened for possible future interventions.
Selection of the “population” of cases was based on database gathering major
episodes of political violence as compiled by Monty G. Marshall from Center for Systemic
Peace (Marshall, 2017). Included conflicts are distinguished by Marshall in accordance
with two criteria – following the first one they are either civil-intrastate (C), ethnicintrastate (E) or international interstate (I), following the second one they are considered
episodes of violence (V), war-violence (W) or independence attempt (N). As this thesis aims
at explaining the Security Council’s involvement in intrastate crises threatening

One example illustrating different circumstances of the Security Council’s dynamics is the use of
veto power – during the Cold War, almost 20 % of drafted resolutions were vetoed due to the
world’s bipolar division, while in the following period this number decreased to 2 % (UN, 2018a).
7
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international peace and security, only dyads of civil-intrastate war-violence (CW) and
ethnic-intrastate war-violence (EW) were considered, excluding interstate conflicts (e.g.
Ethiopian-Eritrean war of 1998-2000) and minor cases of civil violence (e.g. the situation
in Ghana in 1994). The results of this procedure can be seen in Table 1.

Djibouti 1991-1994

Congo-Brazzaville 1997-1999

Algeria 1991-2004

Guinea-Bissau 1998-1999

Sierra Leone 1991-2001

Ivory Coast 2000-2005

Burundi 1993-2005

Liberia 2000-20038

Rwanda 1994-20019

Chad 2005-2010

Table 1: Population of cases – ceased intrastate conflicts in Africa from 1991 to 2010.

Based on the independent variables, four cases will be chosen from this
population, attempting to capture the logic of following “ideal types” (see Table 2):
➢ Case 1: Conflict with high-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5.
➢ Case 2: Conflict with high-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5.
➢ Case 3: Conflict with low-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5.
➢ Case 4: Conflict with low-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5.

Case

Conflict intensity

P-5 Interests

Case 1

high

high

Case 2

high

low

Case 3

low

high

Case 4

low

low

Table 2: Case selection matrix.

By this logic, the dependent variable – being the involvement of the UN’s Security
Council in the crisis – should in the end reflect which cause, being either the conflict
severity or the P-5’s interests, plays more important role in the UN’s decision whether to

The case of Liberia is marked as civil violence in Marshall’s database, yet it is included here since
most of other relevant sources acknowledge that it was in fact a civil warfare (Kieh, 2009; COW,
2017b).
9 The case of Rwanda is the only conflict originally separated into three distinct time periods (1994,
1994-1998, 2001). However, because of the mostly limited impact the subsequent episodes of
violence have on the final results and in order to simplify the population of cases it was merged into
one.
8
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intervene or not. If the hypothesis based on realism (H1) proves to have larger
explanatory power, cases 1 and 3 should produce higher Security Council’s activity than
the other two – and conversely, if the constructivism-based hypothesis (H2) unveils to be
more accurate, the Security Council should pay more attention to cases 1 and 2.
Furthermore, Case 4 is added as a control supplement in order to potentially expand the
research’s results, with the prediction that the Security Council should not be too
concerned about a conflict with low severity and negligible P-5’s interests in it.

3

Assessment of the Cases
After further case selection of four particular conflicts, this part shall present brief

overview of their individual developments, and afterwards assess the degree to which
Security Council became involved in them. Furthermore, independent variables shall be
compared with the only dependent variable, uncovering which theoretical framework –
constructivist or realist – offered higher explanatory power, that is to say whether it was
the severity of the conflict, or the P-5’s interests, what mattered the most.
Table 3 shows values of all the independent sub-variables for the whole population
of cases depicted in the previous chapter. The results clearly indicate that there is a
significant variation within all categories, with the biggest outliers being Rwanda as for
casualties and Algeria when it comes to arms sales and partially trade as well. Dominance
of Algeria in those two categories is only logical due to its geographical and historical
advantage of being located in North Africa, however, it would be a mistake to treat the rest
of the trade sub-variable as redundant – although the numbers are not as high as in the
Algerian case, they still represent an export share of five significantly powerful
economies10, and therefore a substantial contribution to the international trade.

When considering gross domestic product as an indicator, the P-5 members represented the 1st
(USA), 4th (UK), 5th (France), 6th (China) and 16th (Russia) strongest economies in the world by 2001
according to the World Bank data (WB, 2017a).
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3 787

6 122

2 006

704

15 149

514 916

15 466

20 542

17 831

275

Casualties

509 026

565 613

145 891

202 154

39 870

658 403

903 633

797 987

219 314

2

1

1

0

0

2

1

2

2

0

Effect

IDPs
96 144

Spillover

Refugees &

4.1

4.5

3.75

4.25

4.83

4.92

4.81

4.36

4.5

3.29

Suffering

Human

7.7

0

0.3

0

0

3.4

0

0.9

204.1

6

Arms Sales

0.06

0.35

0.31

0

0.12

0

0

0.02

1.39

0.06

Trade

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

Alliances

1

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

Status

Colonial

Table 3: Values of the independent sub-variables for the population of cases. Sources of the values are to be found in the previous chapter (pp. 13-16).

2005-2010

Chad

2000-2003

Liberia

2000-2005

Ivory Coast

1998-1999

Guinea-Bissau

1997-1999

Congo-Brazzaville

1994-2001

Rwanda

1993-2005

Burundi

1991-2001

Sierra Leone

1991-2004

Algeria

1991-1994

Djibouti

Case
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For the next step, these values shall be coded, dividing them to three categories –
low11, medium, and high. For those sub-variables with values 0 or 1, alternatively 0, 1 or 2,
the process is straightforward, with 0 standing for low, 1 for high or medium respectively,
and 2 for high. As for the rest, each sub-variable was divided into three equal intervals,
each representing one category – an illustrative example of coded sub-variable 2, Refugees
and Internally Displaced Persons, is shown in Table 4. This method aims at depicting the
relative differences amongst the cases, while simultaneously considering their substantive
distinctions and the real nature of the conflicts. The intervals for Sub-variable 2 are as
follows: 39 870 – 327 790 for “low”, 327 791 – 615 712 for “medium”, and 615 713 – 903
633 for “high”.

Refugees & IDPs

Value

Code

Congo-Brazzaville 1997-1999

39 870

low

Djibouti 1991-1994

96 144

low

Ivory Coast 2000-2005

145 891

low

Guinea-Bissau 1998-1999

202 154

low

Algeria 1991-2004

219 314

low

Chad 2005-2010

509 026

medium

Liberia 2000-2003

565 613

medium

Rwanda 1994-2001

658 403

high

Sierra Leone 1991-2001

797 987

high

Burundi 1993-2005

903 633

high

Table 4: Coded values for sub-variable 2, Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons.

While in the case of refugees and internally displaced persons each interval
captured some of the cases, in other sub-variables – namely casualties, arms sale and trade
– the outliers, being Rwanda in the first case and Algeria in the second and third,
influenced the coding in a way that while they are being coded as “high”, each remaining
conflict is coded as “low”. However, the final coding accurately depictures the vast
differences, with Rwanda’s death toll being almost 25 times as high as in the case of the
next conflict, and with Algerian arms sales record being more than 26 times higher than
It is necessary to declare here that coding a conflict as “low” in certain category does not imply
that the amount of casualties or refugees is not severe and tragic – it simply means that when
compared to others, the given number is one of the lowest per this particular set of cases.
11
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that of Chad. As for trade, although the difference between Algeria and the next country,
being Liberia, is significantly lower than in previous instances, with the first one being 4
times as high as the second one, the coding led to the same result of Algeria having “high”
trade relations with the P-5, while the rest scored “low”.
With every sub-variable coded in this manner, Table 3 has now transformed into
Table 5, depicting the conflict’s severity and the P-5’s interests within each conflict
relatively to the others, while still being separated into individual sub-variables. As
indicated above, in the case of alliances the original concept of the value describing the
total amount of allied P-5 members shifted into a dummy variable with 1 standing for an
existing alliance with one P-5 member – therefore coded as “high” – and 0 for no existing
ties, coded as “low”, as none of the conflict states turned out to have more than one such
connection.
Considering the fact that consequently two of the sub-variables – alliances and
colonial ties – do not contain the medium level, it would be logical to recreate all subvariables into a simpler low / high matrix – however, the medium level proved to be a
useful tool for distinguishing otherwise similar coding of some contrasting conflicts, and
therefore it was kept in the analysis.
To simplify the final selection of four particular cases for further analysis, the subvariables have then been united so that each independent variable only had one code. The
previous procedure has been replicated to some degree, with “low” having the value of 0,
“medium” having 1, and “high” having 2 – that being done, the total value of each conflict
for the two independent variables was calculated, and this set of values was again divided
into three equal intervals, each depicting one category of low, medium and high. To
illustrate this process, the independent variable describing the conflict intensity of the
civil war in Chad is composed of four codes (see Table 5) – low, medium, high and
medium. Summing these values based on the logic described above, Chad gets the value of
4 (0 + 1 + 2 + 1). Similarly, interests of the P-5 in Chad are marked as low, low, low and
high – therefore, the final value is 2 (0 + 0 + 0 + 2). Subsequently, the intervals of division
are as follows: 0 – 2 for “low”, 3 – 5 for “medium”, and 6 – 8 for “high”. Based on this
procedure, Table 6 shows the final assessment of all cases under scrutiny.

low

low

low

low

low

high

low

low

low

low

Casualties

medium

medium

low

low

low

high

high

high

low

high

medium

medium

low

low

high

medium

high

high

low

Effect

IDPs
low

Spillover

Refugees &

medium

high

low

medium

high

high

high

medium

high

low

Suffering

Human

Table 5: Coded values of the independent sub-variables for the population of cases.

2005-2010

Chad

2000-2003

Liberia

2000-2005

Ivory Coast

1998-1999

Guinea-Bissau

1997-1999

Congo-Brazzaville

1994-2001

Rwanda

1993-2005

Burundi

1991-2001

Sierra Leone

1991-2004

Algeria

1991-1994

Djibouti

Case

low

low

low

low

low

low

low

low

high

low

Arms Sales

low

low

low

low

low

low

low

low

high

low

Trade

low

high

low

low

high

low

low

low

low

high

Alliances

high

low

high

low

high

low

low

high

high

high

Status

Colonial
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Case

Intensity

P-5 Interests

Djibouti 1991-1994

low (0)

medium (4)

Algeria 1991-2004

medium (4)

high (6)

Sierra Leone 1991-2001

medium (5)

low (2)

Burundi 1993-2005

medium (5)

low (0)

Rwanda 1994-2001

high (8)

low (0)

Congo-Brazzaville 1997-1999

low (2)

medium (4)

Guinea-Bissau 1998-1999

low (1)

low (0)

Ivory Coast 2000-2005

low (1)

low (2)

Liberia 2000-2003

medium (4)

low (2)

Chad 2005-2010

medium (4)

low (2)

Table 6: The final coded values of independent variables for the whole population of cases.

Several observations need to be made with regard to Table 6. Firstly, while it may
seem that the P-5’s interests mostly generate lesser values than the intensity, it must be
stressed once again that that is widely caused by the Algerian case skewing two subvariables, while as for the other variable, Rwanda is only an outlier in one category. As
mentioned earlier, although other cases cannot compare to Algeria when it comes to arms
sales and trade, some of them enjoy considerable relations with world’s most powerful
economies and arms exporters, and therefore should not be underestimated only due to
the coding procedure. Therefore, while Table 6 proves to be useful in the final case
selection, Table 3 with the original values should also be used for judging the individual
conflicts. Secondly, it is apparent that not every “ideal type” depicted in Table 2 (p. 20) is
present – however, the initial logic is replicated, leading into the following conflict
selection:
➢ Algeria

– Case 1 (high-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5)

➢ Burundi

– Case 2 (high-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5)

➢ Djibouti

– Case 3 (low-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5)

➢ Guinea-Bissau

– Case 4 (low-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5)

Algeria as Case 1, supposedly being coded as “high” in both categories and
therefore showing that both hypotheses have some explanatory power, ended up with
“medium” as for the intensity and “high” for the P-5’s interests. However, in the casualties
sub-variable skewed by Rwanda, Algeria displays third highest amount of deaths, and
therefore can be objectively understood as being sufficiently intense to become the first
case, documenting that severe crises which are simultaneously interesting for the P-5
should attract significant attention of the Security Council.
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Despite the fact that Rwanda would come closest to being the “ideal type” for the
“high-low” Case 2, having values 8 and 0 for intensity and the P-5’s interests respectively,
Burundi was chosen instead with respect to Case 3. The conflict most resembling its “lowhigh” logic is Djibouti, which scored “low” (0) and “medium” (4) – and although the P-5’s
interests variable is once again biased by the outlier being Algeria, it would be illogical to
compare Djibouti (with values 0 and 4) with Rwanda (8 and 0), as the extreme severity of
the latter significantly outweighs the P-5’s interests in the former. Therefore, Burundi with
its score 5 and 0 represents the best possible counterpart for Djibouti (see Table 6), as
there are approximately equal incentives for the Security Council to act – either because of
the severity, or because of its interests in the region. In other words, both conflicts should
– if both hypotheses were to be correct – gain the same attention of the Council.
Guinea-Bissau as Case 4 meets the characteristics of “ideal type” fully, being coded
as “low” in both categories and displaying the minimal values of all cases (1 for intensity
and 0 for the P-5’s interests). As explained before, Case 4 shall mainly serve as a
controlling feature, with the prediction being that the Security Council should not find
itself significantly concerned with the conflict.

3.1

Case 1 – Algeria (1991-2004)
Case 1, manifesting both relatively high intensity and significant interests of the P-

5, is represented by the civil war in Algeria, beginning in 1991 and terminating
approximately in 2004. As for the hypotheses, Case 1 should demonstrate that both
Hypothesis 1, based on realism, and the constructivist Hypothesis 2 dispose of some
explanatory power – that is, the crisis in Algeria should attract some attention of the
Security Council, since in this particular case both independent variables reach
considerable values. However, given the fact that the Algerian war deviates from the ideal
type of Case 1 to some degree, with the P-5’s interests in it exceeding its severity, the
realist notion of Hypothesis 1 could be regarded as more suitable for explaining the
Council’s involvement.

3.1.1 Conflict’s Overview
Algeria – as one of the most important French colonies – became independent in
1962, after 7 years of conflict with France known as the Algerian war. Together with
Indochina it represented the most complicated and reluctant withdrawal of the French
empire, with the fall of the Fourth Republic significantly contributing to the eventual
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success of nationalist movements (Thomson, 2004, p. 32). In general and also when
compared to the United Kingdom, France experienced more severe difficulties during the
process of decolonization – inter alia, because of the system of direct government, where
majority of local political leaders had strong connections to Paris (Záhořík, 2012a, p. 34),
or because of the lack of experience with gradual liquidation of the imperial
administration (Smith, 1978, p. 72).
After the initial turmoil caused by the withdrawal of colonial managers and civil
servants, one party system was established, with Ahmed Ben Bella being elected
president, and with his party – National Liberation Front (FLN), a movement playing
significant role in the fight for independence – turning into the only legal political group.
Although the government lacked formal legitimacy, not being elected through democratic
process (Beránek, 2007, p. 102), its position kept strengthening thanks to the intensive
cooperation with Algerian military forces.
Nevertheless, in the end relying on the army did not pay off, as in 1965 colonel
Houari Boumédiène, deputy prime minister and the head of National Liberation Army
(ALN) – armed fraction of the FNL – overthrew Ben Bella’s government in order to prevent
further restrictions of the military (Nekola, 2015, p. 14). Further deepening the country’s
refusal of democracy, Boumédiène continued in the authoritarian rule of conduct –
stressing socialism more than Islam (Klíma, 2012, p. 417) – until his eventual death in
1978. His successor, Chadli Bendjedid, attempted to institute more consensual approach
to governance; however, it was only the violent demonstrations of 1988 what pushed for
some substantial and systemic changes. Known as the “Black October” riots, caused by
various socio-economic reasons12 and mostly led by the urban youth, the protests –
resulting in more than 500 dead people (OnWar, 2018a) – forced the government to adopt
a new constitution in 1989, removing the emphasis on socialism and introducing a multiparty system (Widner, 2018).
The first multi-party elections took place in 1991 and led to a decisive first-round
victory of Islamic Salvation Front (FIS), with the FNL taking up second place. The results
split the Algerian political elites into two fractions – on one hand, all the participating
actors, including the defeated FNL, expressed interest in continuation of the electoral
process into its second round. On the other hand, the military leaders perceived the FIS as
a threat to their interests and to Algeria in general, as they refused the Islamist ideology

During this period, Algeria faced consequences of population boom, with 40 % of the population
being under 15 years of age, and with subsequent unemployment rate rising up to 28 % (Kepel,
2002, p. 159).
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and feared that the party could gain majority capable of altering the constitution in favour
of its religious stances (Beránek, 2013, p. 135). Beginning of the civil war, lasting for the
next decade, can be spotted at the moment when the army decided to cancel the second
round of elections, to dissolve the parliament, and to replace Bendjedid with a new
president, Mohamed Boudiaf.
Majority of the various insurgent groups, participating in the following conflict,
had its roots long before the 1991 elections. However, it was the military coup and the
subsequent events of 1992 – declaring a state of emergency and banning the FIS – what
provided the rebels with impetus to launch an armed resistance. The initial opposition,
although largely decentralized, could be divided into two major categories – firstly the
groups insisting on renewing of the democratic process, and secondly the more radicalized
groups emphasizing jihad and complete deconstruction of the existing state (SchulhoferWohl, 2007, p. 107). After the FIS’s disintegration caused by the government campaign,
two groups – one from each category – gained the biggest momentum, the moderate
fraction being represented by Armed Islamic Movement (MIA), while Islamic Armed
Group (GIA) mostly consisted of young converts praising the radical interpretation of
Islam (Beránek, 2007, p. 146).
Although there were many other significant actors in this period, most notably
Islamic Salvation Army (AIS) linked to the FIS and trying to search for negotiated solution
already in 1994, it was eventually the GIA who became the informal leading force within
the Islamist insurgents. Simultaneously, it was the GIA who participated the most in the
violence against civilians, since its guerrilla strategies included planting bombs in public
places or raiding the rural areas of Algeria, killing local population (ICG, 2004, p. 11). That
being said, it is no surprise that after the AIS signed a peace agreement with the
government in 1997, the GIA and numerous other rebel groups did not acknowledge the
ceasefire – on the contrary, series of organized massacres was unleashed as a response,
with the GIA killing hundreds of people per day (Klíma, 2012, p. 419).
After reaching its peak in 1997 and 1998, the conflict slowly defused, partly
because the GIA lost most of its support as a consequence of its non-discriminative
terror.13 Further decrease of violence occurred after 1999, when Abdelaziz Bouteflika
became new president and granted amnesty to those Islamists who relinquish the
insurgency. Consequently, the Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC) remained

Even Al-Qaeda with bin Laden, previously complimenting GIA’s advances, allegedly denounced
the organization at this point for killing fellow Muslims, contributing to its loss of influence (CFR,
2009).
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the most considerable rebel group, differentiating from the GIA by not targeting civilians –
therefore, most casualties after 2000 were government and military personnel
(Schulhofer-Wohl, 2007, p. 113). Despite the fact that the fighting continued further to
somewhat limited degree, the end of the civil war period is usually dated to June 2004,
when four crucial GSPC leaders were killed by the military, reportedly “decapitating the
GSPC as a whole” (ICG, 2004, p. 17).14

3.1.2 Intensity Revisited
The death toll of Algerian civil war, provided by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program,
indicates more than 17 thousand casualties, making the Algerian case the third most
severe one within this category. However, counting only battle deaths, this approach
needs to be contrasted with others, as the conventional estimates often fluctuate between
60 and 200 thousand deaths (e.g. Lowi, 2005, p. 221; Schulhofer-Wohl, 2007, p. 106;
Marshall, 2017). Considering the refugees, there are similarly significant differences
between the used UNHCR statistics, counting with approximately 200 thousand people –
including internally displaced persons – at the peak of the crisis, and other sources
providing either lower (e.g. 40 thousand people at Schulhofer-Wohl, 2007, p. 106) or
higher (e.g. 1.5 million at Martinez, 2004, p. 20) estimates. Nevertheless, these numbers
are rather illustrative, since such various estimates can be found within every crisis from
the population of cases, and thus the comparative value of the UNHCR data must be
acknowledged – therefore, while the casualties category displays relatively high values,
the amount of refugees in the Algerian case was relatively low, ranking 6th out of the 10
cases.
As for the spillover effect, the Algerian conflict was substantially unique – while
there were minimal signs of any spread to the neighbouring countries, the crisis had
significant impact on foreigners living in Algeria, and – more importantly – on France.
Between 1993 and 1996, more than 115 foreign citizens, 39 being French and including
many journalists, were killed by the rebels, as the GIA targeted them in attempt to break
the ties between France and the Algerian government (New York Times, 1996).
Furthermore, numerous attacks on the French soil were launched for the same purpose,
including a failed attempt to explode hijacked French airliner over Paris in 1994, during

However, the GSPC survived, eventually providing the base for creation of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM) in 2007 (BBC, 2013). Furthermore, while its initial attitude towards civilians went
in favour of the group, its continuous affiliation towards Al Qaeda jeopardized the possibility of any
peaceful negotiations, as Algerian leaders intended to benefit from the US-led “War on terror”
following the 9/11 attacks.
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which 3 passengers were murdered, or a series of bombings in Paris a year later, resulting
in 8 casualties and more than 100 injured (FAS, 1996).
The human suffering index, calculated through The Political Terror Scale, reached
4.5 in this case, marking the middle way between “civil and political rights violations
affecting large numbers of the population” and “a terror expanded to the whole population” (PTS, 2018). As it was discussed, the rebel groups – most notably the GIA – routinely
targeted the civilian population, often systematically slaughtering entire villages.
According to the survivors, the perpetrators usually slit the throat of their victims;
however, they also exerted burning the villagers alive or mutilating them (Mellah, 2004, p.
21). Furthermore, sexual slavery was a norm within the Islamist rebel groups (HRW,
1999a).

3.1.3 The P-5’s Interests Revisited
It is safe to say that from the whole population of cases, Algeria displays the
highest values as for the P-5’s interests in the conflict region with an exception of the
alliance category, as there was no treaty between Algeria and any of the P-5 members
active during the conflict. However, due to many factors, including the continuous
informal ties to France as the former colonizer, the geographical position of Algeria or the
relative superiority of Algerian economic strength15, Algeria became an outlier in both
non-binary categories, being arms sales and conventional trade.
According to the SIPRI dataset, during the 14 conflict years Algeria received 2858
million TIVs of arms, or 204 million per year, while the second highest ranking Chad
annually received only 7.7 million. Surprisingly, majority of the weapons flowing to
Algeria did not originate in France but in the Soviet Union, later Russia – together 2512
out of the 2858 million TIVs. France only provided 3 million, the United Kingdom 65, China
122 and the United States 156. The SIPRI’s trade registers (SIPRI, 2017b) further suggest
that the received arms were rather diversified, as Algeria obtained everything from antitank missiles (e.g. 9M111 Fagot) through bomber aircrafts (e.g. Su-24) to self-propelled
guns (e.g. 2S1 122mm).
In the conventional trade category, France takes up the first position as the main
source of Algerian import (approximately 25-30 %), with the United States being the only

During the discussed period Algeria was approximately the 50 th strongest economy in the world.
Ivory Coast, as the second highest ranking country within the population of cases, was usually
placed around the 80th place (WB, 2017a).
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other P-5 member having a share higher than 10 % (10-15 %). Similarly, France is also
one of Algeria’s most considerable export destinations (13-15 %) – here the United States
gain similar position to France, with Italy being the most notable recipient of Algerian
export overall (OEC, 2017). Within this category’s most significant value, i.e. the amount of
the P-5’s export ending up in the given country, Algeria scored 1.39 – meaning that 1.39 %
of the P-5’s export was dispatched to Algeria in every conflict year. Liberia, as the second
highest ranking country, only received 0.35 % of the total amount.
Apart from these pre-given sub-variables it is important to highlight another two
factors, contributing to the possible importance of Algeria to the P-5. Firstly, it was already
mentioned in the conflict’s overview that during the 1990s and then after the 9/11,
Algeria was seen as a desirable ally in the global campaign against Islamic terrorism, with
Bouteflika being the first Algerian president to visit Washington since 1985 (Beránek,
2013, p. 219). Consequently, and despite the GIA attempts to deter France from further
support of the government, Algeria obtained more than 4 billion francs between 1996 and
1998, intended to support the fight against Islamic networks (Sidaoui, 2009, p. 241).
Secondly, given the general desirability of mineral products within the international trade,
it should be noted that crude petroleum, refined petroleum and petroleum gas formed
almost 85-95 % of Algerian export in 1996, depending on the used dataset (OEC, 2017).

3.1.4 Involvement of the UN Security Council
From the 2973rd to the 5017th – that is the record of Security Council’s formal
meetings throughout the conflict in Algeria, averagely generating 146 sessions per year.
However, the civil war never happened to be on the main agenda. The first time the crisis
is mentioned is during the 3819th meeting in September 1997, when representative of the
United Kingdom states that “[…] we all share the same shock at the appalling atrocities
that are occurring nightly in Algeria. We all roundly condemn such terrorism and call for
improvement in the security of the lives of the ordinary people”16 in the context of general
socio-economic problems of Africa. During the 3875th and 4025th meeting respectively, the
representative of Argentina mentions that his country provided electoral observers for the
1997 Algerian elections, and the UN High Commissioner for Refugees expresses a belief
that under newly appointed president, Algeria could finally emerge from nine years of
instability. Furthermore, at the 4049th meeting in 1999, the Secretary-General argues that
Algeria is taking important steps to tackle the civil strife.
All the transcripts can be found in the formal meeting record archives of the Security Council (UN,
2017c).
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Majority of the remaining remarks about the Algerian conflict is connected to the
fight against terrorism – for example at the 4618th meeting in 2002 the representative of
African Union describes the 9/11 attacks as a necessary awakening for the international
community, since the terrorist threat is not a new phenomenon, as exemplified by the
cases of Egypt or Algeria. Similarly, the representative of Burkina Faso argues at the same
meeting that while nobody paid considerable attention to the barbaric acts happening in
the North Africa, the world is now aware of the reality of international terrorism.
Subsequently, the Chairman of the Security Council Committee concerning Al Qaeda
formulates his gratitude towards Algeria regarding its assistance in the fight against
terrorism at the 4976th meeting in 2004.
The rest of occasions when Algeria is mentioned at the UN headquarters is not
related to the ongoing crisis in any way. It is either referred to in the matter of Western
Sahara (e.g. at the 2977th or 3610th meetings), or its representatives address other issues
themselves (e.g. Bosnia and Herzegovina at the 3137th meeting, peacekeeping operations
at the 4118th meeting, or conflict management in Africa at the 4460th meeting).
Furthermore, if speaks on behalf of the Organization of African Unity several times, since
Bouteflika served as its chairperson between 1999 and 2000 (e.g. at the 4096th meeting).
In 2004, Algeria became a non-permanent member of the Security Council – but despite
that, nothing changed regarding the absence of any reaction to the prolonged war.
From the 688 Security Council’s resolutions (Resolution 893 – Resolution 1580)
adopted between 1991 and 2004, Algeria was again omitted from the main agenda and
was rarely mentioned at all – when it was, it usually related either to the question of
Western Sahara (e.g. Resolution 1163) or to the Ethiopia – Eritrea conflict, since its
ceasefire agreement was signed in Algiers (e.g. Resolution 1312). Nevertheless, the
Algerian civil war was never commented on in any of the resolutions, let alone any
Council’s action towards it.
The only category of the dependent variable within the part concerning the
Council’s meetings and resolutions, which could be understood as utilized, was
investigation of the dispute, since in 1998 a panel of eminent persons was – at the
invitation of the Algerian government – sent to the country to gather information related
to the conflict. In spite of the fact that the mission was dispatched by the Secretary-General
and not the Security Council itself, it deserves to be mentioned here, as it was the only
instance when the UN took some explicit action towards the Algerian crisis. The mission
lasted 13 days and produced a complex report describing the situation (UN, 2018b),
however, it was subsequently strongly criticized for being biased in favour of the
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government’s discourse (Spencer, 1998, p. 132). Moreover, it provided only general
recommendations and did not considerate concerns of the U.N. Human Rights Committee
regarding the possible participation of state-controlled forces on the violence against
civilians (HRW, 1999b).
Moving on to humanitarian assistance, the Financial Tracking Service suggests that
Algeria was not subject to Consolidated Appeals Process after 1994 – unfortunately, there
are no data in the FTS archives for the preceding years.17 As for the World Food
Programme activity, before the war started, Algeria averagely obtained 42 thousand
tonnes of food shipments per year (FAO, 2017). During the conflict, the amount increased
to annual 53 thousand tonnes, to eventually revert back to 44 thousand after the war
ended in 2004 (see Table 7). When dividing the rather long conflict period into two 7
years long segments to get more detailed observation, the statistics show that the
assistance was equal during the more severe period until 1997 as it was in the following
years.

Time Period

Average Annual Food Aid
(thousand tonnes)

1988 – 1990

42

1991 – 2004

53

2005 – 2008

44

Table 7: Average amount of food aid provided to Algeria.

Considering the refugee assistance, the UNHCR documents suggest that most of the
organization’s effort was focused on repatriation of Western Sahara refugees residing in
Algeria, while those fleeing Algeria or being internally displaced within the country did not
attract much attention (e.g. UNHCR, 1999; UNHCR, 2004). To further illustrate this, in
1994 none of the 20 thousand refugees with Algerian origin, listed in the UNHCR statistical
yearbook, received any assistance (UNHCR, 1994, p. 47). As in 2004, assistance was

Similarly, the Financial Tracking Service does not dispose of data on general humanitarian
funding prior to 2000. In the subsequent years, majority of the aid to Algeria was provided by the
European Union, as the cooperation between the two increased in this period, leading to an
association agreement signed in 2002. Between 2000 and 2004 the EU institutions produced
approximately 45 % of the total aid, with the rest being mostly consisted of individual states’
pledges (FTS, 2018).
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similarly provided to minimum (1.2 %) of the refugees originating in Algeria (UNHCR,
2005, p. 10).
Lastly, while the tools of peace mission or humanitarian intervention were not
utilized, there are two issues to be addressed regarding sanctions and arms embargoes.
Firstly, the Security Council’s Consolidated Sanctions List (UN, 2018c) indicates that
various individuals with Algeria nationality have been subjected to UN sanctions –
including members of the GSPC, later AQIM, or Algerian citizens linked to Al Qaeda in
general.18 Furthermore, the GSPC was targeted by complex arms embargo and assets
freeze as well, just as the GIA – both pursuant to Resolution 1267 establishing sanctions
regime against Al Qaeda, the Taliban and associated entities.19 Secondly, although there
was no formal UN ban on providing arms to Algeria during the conflict (SIPRI, 2018a),
since 1992 the United States imposed its own “quasi arms embargo” similarly to several
others Western nations (Zoubir, 2014, p. 230) – therefore, as shown above, Algeria was
forced to turn to other suppliers, with Russia having significant position amongst them.
There is one additional issue connected to the Council’s involvement in Algeria,
which cannot be captured by the variables although it affects them significantly.
Throughout the conflict, the Algerian government continuously attempted to keep the
conflict within its jurisdiction, strongly opposing any third-party mediation efforts – for
example before the panel of eminent persons was dispatched in 1998, Kofi Annan offered
the Algerian leaders his mediatory assistance as Secretary-General, and was rejected with
a notion that Algeria has the means to resolve the issue itself. Therefore, the SecretaryGeneral stated at a press conference that there is not much the UN could do, since “it takes
two to tango” (UN, 1997). Similarly, Algeria repeatedly denied entry to UN human rights
monitors (New York Times, 1998), and continued to do so as recently as in 2012 (HRW,
2018). Even the discussed panel of eminent persons, the only UN body allowed to function
in the country, was eventually forbidden further investigative mandate, and could only
gather information from official sources (HRW, 1999b).
To summarize the findings – the Security Council did not utilize any of the tools
from the “meetings and resolutions” category of the dependent variable, as it did not
address the conflict at all. The mission dispatched by Secretary-General deserved to be
mentioned, however, it cannot be understood as Council’s direct activity. An assessment of
the humanitarian assistance to Algeria resulted into a mixed record, as the World Food
Reference numbers of Algerian individuals subjected to UN sanctions between 1991 and 2004
are as follows: QDi.152, QDi.136, QDi.058, QDi.167, QDi.155, QDi.129, and QDi.075.
19 Reference number for sanctions against the GSPC is QDe.014, the one for the GIA is QDe.006. One
additional group related to the GIA was listed as well (QDe.102).
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Programme slightly increased its activity during the crisis, but the UNHCR did not seem to
be significantly concerned with the refugees fleeing Algeria. As for the remaining options,
the Council did not dispatch a peacekeeping mission nor did it call for a humanitarian
intervention, however, number of sanctions was imposed against various Algerian targets.
Once again, the US arms embargo gets an honourable mention, however, it cannot be listed
as the Council’s involvement. Given the independent variables’ values, the Council’s
involvement therefore did not reach such values which could confirm either of the two
hypotheses, as despite of both the relatively high intensity and the discussed P-5’s
interests in the region minimum of the possible tools was used.

3.2

Case 2 – Burundi (1993-2005)
Burundian conflict, lasting approximately from 1993 to 2005, constitutes Case 2,

displaying high level of intensity while not attracting any significant interests of the P-5 –
therefore, if the realism-based Hypothesis 1 proves to be correct, it should not gain much
attention of the Security Council. However, following the second hypothesis, founded on
constructivism, the Security Council should be rather invested in the crisis, given the
stress constructivism puts on human security. As in the previous chapter, assessment of
both independent variables shall be deepened after a short overview of the conflict, with
the Security Council’s involvement – the dependent variable – being approached in the last
part of this section.

3.2.1. Conflict’s Overview
Prior to World War I, Burundi was – together with neighbouring Rwanda – an
independent kingdom, later annexed by the German Empire at the end of 19th century,
being included in so-called German East Africa. Following the war and Germany losing its
overseas territories, Burundi and Rwanda became Ruanda-Urundi, one united League of
Nations mandate territory administered by Belgium – however, the monarchy remained as
the preferred system of governance. No fundamental changes in the administration
occurred after World War II, with Ruanda-Urundi becoming a United Nations trust
territory, continuously administered by Belgium, in 1946.
During German and Belgian rule, the Tutsi ethnic group was strongly prioritized by
the colonists within the whole territory. Every chief appointed by the colonial institutions
was Tutsi, and being a Tutsi generally meant to be powerful and wealthy – as opposed to
Hutu, primarily agrarian and strongly marginalized category (Záhořík, 2012a, p. 120).
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However, it was mostly the Tutsis who started the march towards independence through
their main political party - The Union for National Progress (UPRONA), led by Crown
Prince and later a prime minister Louis Rwagasore. The independence was achieved
despite Rwagasore’s assassination in 1961, with Burundi separating from both Belgium
and Rwanda20 while remaining a constitutional monarchy.
The history of Burundi throughout the next 30 years was no less turbulent and
violent than the beginning of its independent history. In 1965, another prime minister –
this time a Hutu – was assassinated by Tutsi extremists, with the developments in Rwanda
going hand in hand with the increasing turmoil. Following the Rwandan revolution (1959
– 1961) many local Tutsis escaped to Burundi and initiated offensives against the
Rwandan government, led by Hutu, from there, leading to repressive measures by the
government and to thousands of dead Tutsis in Rwanda. Furthermore, the Tutsi
community in Burundi began to engage in reciprocal actions, increasing its pressure
against Burundian Hutu – however, since the Belgian administration paid much less
attention to the transition of Burundi than it did in the case of Rwanda, it could not – and
did not – restrain Burundian leaders to such a degree (Hlaváček, 1997, p. 67). Therefore,
the Tutsi-Hutu terror in Burundi escalated much further than the Hutu-Tutsi conflict in its
“mirrored” neighbour.
After an unsuccessful 1965 coup led by Hutu officers and with the country on the
edge of anarchy, Burundi became a republic with UPRONA being the only official political
party. However, this transition did not bring the desired stability – on the contrary. In
1972, Burundi experienced “large-scale massacres of genocidal proportions” (Omeje,
2013, p. 38) after exiled Hutu invaded southern regions of the country, killing almost 10
thousand Tutsis. The Burundian government and military forces responded with
systematic killing of Hutu, with the death toll being estimated at 100-300 thousand people
(Klíma, 2012, p. 375). Between 1970s and the beginning of 1990s number of additional
coups and counter-coups occurred, resulting in adaptation of “Charter of National Unity”
in 1991, intending to put an end to ethnic disputes and enabling major constitutional
changes. In 1992, new constitution introduced multipartism – after more than thirty years
of Tutsi-dominated one-party system. In the first open elections, Hutu-dominated Front
for Democracy in Burundi (FRODEBU) achieved resolute victory, obtaining more than 70
% of votes as opposed to 22 % of votes for UPRONA in 1993 (AED, 2011a).

Rwanda and Burundi belong to a rare group of African countries – together with Lesotho or
Swaziland – whose current borders respect the pre-colonial reality and are not completely artificial
(Thomson, 2004, p. 14).
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However, in the same year another prominent politician – Melchior Ndadaye, first
democratically elected Hutu president of Burundi – was assassinated. Chaos re-emerged
as Hutu began to kill Tutsis in retaliatory action, with estimates ranging from 50 to 100
thousand deaths during the first year of renewed conflict, as the anti-Tutsi radicalism
based on the 1972 genocide became Hutu’s main discourse (Lemarchand, 2004, p. 331).
Some stalemate was reached in 1994 with the appointment of Cyprien Ntaryamira as the
next Hutu president of Burundi, however, Ntaryamira was killed shortly after when a
plane carrying him and Rwandan president Juvénal Habyarimana was shot down in Kigali.
While the death of Habyarimana launched the Rwandan genocide, for Burundi it was just
another brick in the wall, escalating the already present violence.
In 1996, Pierre Buyoya – former Burundian president, ruling from 1987 to 1993 –
succeeded with yet another coup, returning to power for 7 more years. The coup stabilized
the situation to some degree, since the army was the only functioning institution as
opposed to disabled legislative and executive bodies (Záhořík, 2012b, p. 184). Prior to the
coup, around 5 thousand people were dying every month, while after 1996, this number
decreased to 6-7 hundred – nevertheless, the fighting continued, mostly because of the
strength and effectiveness of Hutu rebels, capable of recruiting new combatants and
securing sufficient financial sources (Ngaruko and Nkurunziza, 2005, p. 48).
The peace negotiations, known as The Arusha talks, began in 1998.
Simultaneously, fragmentation of both battling sides reached its peak, with the original
four parties splitting into seventeen groups, ten of which were pro-Tutsi and seven being
pro-Hutu (Lemarchand, 2006, p. 7). An agreement was reached in 2000, however, it was
not signed by all parties at that time. Transitional government was set up, with Buyoya
representing UPRONA and Domitien Ndayizeye (FRODEBU) becoming vice president until
2003, when Buyoya stepped down according to the agreement that he would be replaced
by Ndayizeye in the highest executive post. In the following years, the ceasefire was not
infringed by any signing party (PAM, 2015), and some residual violence eventually
stopped in 2005-2006, when the last rebel group settled with the government.

3.2.2 Intensity Revisited
The Uppsala Conflict Data Program indicates that over 15 thousand people died in
Burundi between 1993 and 2005. However, as mentioned in the previous chapters, due to
the database’s methodology counting only battle related deaths this number seems to be
rather undervalued, with conventional estimates fluctuating between 150 and 300
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thousand casualties (e.g. Klíma, 2012, p. 534; Global Security, 2017; Marshall, 2017). In the
aftermath of Ndadaye’s assassination the United Nations report concluded that “[…] acts of
genocide against the Tutsi minority were committed in Burundi in October 1993” (USIP,
2004). Furthermore, the UNHCR and other sources similarly estimate that approximately
1 million people was forced to leave their homes, fleeing mostly to Tanzania and Rwanda,
with 340 thousand people still awaiting repatriation in 2006 (Lemarchand, 2006, p. 24).
As for the spillover effect, Binder (2015) argues that the presence of Burundian
rebel groups in Tanzania contributed to tension between these countries, including minor
border clashes. Furthermore, there was significant rebel activity taking place in Tanzania,
as Burundian rebels and rebel leaders exploited the refugee camps for their advantage
(ICG, 1999, p. 11). Adding the interconnection with Rwanda, the Burundian war did
contribute to destabilization of the region to a great degree, not mentioning the vast
impact the conflict had in the 1970s. Regarding the human suffering, the Political Terror
Scale evaluates Burundi with score 4.81 out of 5, making it the third worst case with the
following specification: “Terror has expanded to the whole population. The leaders of
these societies place no limits on the means or thoroughness with which they pursue personal or ideological goals” (PTS, 2018). Other reports speak of continuous targeting of
civilians by both battling sides, with frequent occurrences of torture and mutilation (MAE,
2015).
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that Burundi is persistently one of the poorest
countries in the world – in 2016, it even ranked lowest as for GDP per capita (WB, 2018a).
According to the World Bank data, the civil war caused most of the indicators – including
GDP, GNI per capita, gross enrolment ratio or life expectancy at birth – to drop drastically,
contributing to the country’s prolonged economic problems (WB, 2018b).

3.2.3 The P-5’s Interests Revisited
Burundi – together with Guinea-Bissau – were the only two countries scoring 0 in
every sub-variable of this category, not being a former colony of any of the P-5 member
nor having any alliance ties with the leading powers of the Security Council.21 There is also

Burundi only had one treaty valid during the conflict – in 2000, nonaggression and defence pact
was signed amongst 11 African countries, including Burundi, Rwanda, or Democratic Republic of
Congo (ATOP, 2005).
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no evidence of any arms sales between Burundi and any of the P-5 members22, just as the
data concerning international trade do not show any significant connections of this kind,
which is mostly caused by the mentioned poverty afflicting Burundi. The Observatory of
Economic Complexity (OEC, 2017) shows that during the conflict, the main source of
Burundian import was Belgium, with France being the only P-5 member making up more
than 10 % of the total imports. As for Burundian export, Belgium and Germany
represented more than 50 % of destinations throughout the conflict years, with France
and the United States both scoring between 5 and 10 % – however, there numbers are
merely illustrative, since the low position of Burundi within the international trade makes
Burundian imports and exports not as relevant as the share of the P-5 export targeting
Burundi – which is one of the categories where Burundi had nothing to offer.

3.2.4 Involvement of the UN Security Council
During the conflict period, that is between 1993 and 2005, the Security Council
officially met 2188 times (from the 3155th meeting to the 5342nd), with an annual average
of 168 sessions. Burundi, as one of the many crises of that time – next to Bosnia and
Herzegovina or Afghanistan – was on the agenda 64 times, making it almost 5 meetings
concerning Burundi a year.23 The first record of dealing with the Burundian crisis is the
3297th meeting, taking place on 25 October 1993, four days after Ndadaye’s assassination.
Burundian representatives were – at their own request – invited to participate in the
discussion, with the Council eventually issuing the following statement: “The Security
Council expresses its grave concern at and condemnation of the military coup of 21
October 1993 against the democratically elected Government of Burundi”.24 Furthermore,
the parties were urged not to exacerbate the violence, as that could infringe stability in the
region, and the perpetrators requested to put an end to their “illegal act”. Finally, the
Council paid tribute to Ndadaye, and asked the Secretary-General to further monitor the
situation, dispatching a Special Envoy to Burundi.

Although it is suspected that the arms, shipped to Burundi through Democratic Republic of the
Congo or Tanzania, partly originated in China or Western Europe (Refworld, 2002), this thesis only
deals with trackable sales documented by SIPRI (2017a).
23 The amount of meetings regarding Burundi in the individual years was as follows: 2 (1993), 4
(1994), 5 (1995), 9 (1996), 1 (1997), 0 (1998), 2 (1999), 3 (2000), 12 (2001), 6 (2002), 4 (2003), 5
(2004) and 11 (2005). A pattern can be spotted, as the number of meetings increases with the
intensity of the crisis, dropping after the stalemate of 1996, and again rising as the Arusha talks
began after 1998.
24 All the transcripts can once again be found in the meeting record archives of the Security Council
(UN, 2017c).
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There are several important issues discussed during the following meetings. At the
peak of the conflict, between 1993 and 1994, the Security Council applied almost every
category of the dependent variable – it invited Burundi to participate in every relevant
meeting, on numerous occasions demanded immediate cessation of violence, or
cooperated with regional Organization of African Unity (OAU).25 Moreover, it appealed to
all states and international organizations to provide humanitarian assistance and it
appointed a Special Representative for Burundi, who became supervisor of a good offices
mission, attempting to facilitate talks between the opposing parties.26 Later, the Council
supplemented him with a more extensive fact-finding mission to further investigate the
situation.
The Council even utilized the possibility of recommending procedures of
adjustment, when it advised Burundi to strengthen the national judicial system and to
deploy civilian observers monitoring introduction of more secure environment during the
3419th meeting. Similarly, it called upon the parties to comply with provisional measures
during the 3410th or the 3485th meeting, when it expressed support of the ongoing
political dialogue and of the agreements reached by both adversaries. As for determining
whether or not the crisis represents a threat to peace, the Council repeatedly stated that
the violence could further destabilize the subregion, therefore the possible threat was
decisively acknowledged.
In 1995, during the 3511th meeting the Council requests Burundi’s neighbouring
states to refrain from selling arms to those who seek to destabilize the country – a request
fulfilled one year later, when a coalition of 7 states including Rwanda, Tanzania, and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) placed arms embargo on Burundi following the
1996 coup (SIPRI, 2018b). At the 3571st meeting later that year, another important step
was made by the Security Council with Resolution 1012 being adopted, requesting the
Secretary-General to establish an international commission of inquiry with two main goals
– firstly to investigate the assassination of Ndadaye, and secondly to recommend legal

The Organization of African Unity was generally rather invested in the crisis. During the 3485 th
Council’s meeting in 1994, Burundi rejected the possibility of dispatching a contingent of troops to
guard humanitarian workers, as the OAU observer mission already guaranteed the protection.
26 For example, report of the Secretary-General from October 1994 mentions that after the plane
with Ntaryamira was shot down, the Special Representative “[…] set himself the task of convincing
the political class in Burundi that there was no advantage in giving an ethnic or political
connotation to this purely accidental tragedy” (UNSC, 1994, p. 2). Furthermore, during the 3441 st
meeting the Council commends the Special Representative for his help with organizing a national
debate in 1995.
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measures for bringing the perpetrators to justice, promoting national reconciliation in
Burundi.27
By Resolution 1040, issued in 1996, the Council reaffirmed its stances towards the
situation and sent another mission to Burundi, this time of a technical-security character,
with an aim to examine possible ways to improve conditions of the UN personnel and
humanitarian workers. During the 3639th meeting, a Secretary-General’s report was
discussed, focusing on the possibility of using humanitarian intervention under Chapter
VII of the UN Charter. The Secretary-General further recommended the force to be
consisted of least 25 thousand troops, remaining in their countries but being ready for
deployment. At the same meeting, Resolution 1049 was adopted, focusing on the possible
establishment of an UN radio station promoting peace and reconciliation, while reminding
the Burundian government that it is responsible for protecting personnel of the
commission of inquiry. However, no direct step was taken.
At the 3664th meeting, Secretary-General’s report declares that no states –
including the P-5 – had yet volunteered to lead the humanitarian intervention under
consideration, and on the following meeting it was established that both sides of the
conflict actually reject the idea of any other international peacekeeping mission than that
of the OAU. In following Resolution 1072, adopted in August 1996, the Council condemns
yet another military coup, urging for restoration of rule of law and for halting the
continuous violence – with an open possibility of using further measures under the
Charter, including arms embargo, in case that the demanded peaceful negotiations would
not begin in the following months.
Since 1999, the Council started to endorse the Arusha peace process, including its
newly appointed facilitator Nelson Mandela, through Resolution 1286 – however, it also
condemned the continuous attacks against humanitarian personnel, including staff of
UNICEF and the World Food Programme. In 2001, at the 4383rd meeting and in the
following Resolution 1375, the Council urges all states to cease any support to the last two
groups which did not sign the peace agreement, consequently accelerating the Arusha
talks.
Last significant development as for the conflict period occurred during the 4975 th
meeting in 2004, when African Union – successor of the Organization of African Unity –
together with the Burundian government requested the United Nations to take over its
Similarly to the meeting records, all resolutions can be found in the Security Council’s resolutions
transcripts archives (UN, 2017d).
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peacekeeping presence. In Resolution 1545, the Council acknowledged the role African
Union played in Burundi, and subsequently transformed the African Mission in Burundi
(AMIB) into the United Nations Operation in Burundi (ONUB) with the Special
Representative in charge of it. ONUB consisted of 5650 military personnel, 120 civilian
police personnel and “appropriate” amount of civilian personnel, and was designed, inter
alia, to ensure that the ceasefire shall be abided, to promote confidence building measures
and disarmament, and to supervise future election processes. With resolutions 1577,
1602, 1641, 1650 and 1692, ONUB’s mandate was prolonged until December 2006, when
it was succeeded by the United Nations Integrated Office in Burundi (BINUB).
To sum up, 12 Security Council’s resolutions concerning Burundi were adopted
between 1993 and 2005. In majority of the meetings Burundi was invited to discussion,
just as the parties were continuously asked to settle their dispute peacefully. As for
investigating the dispute, international commission of inquiry was created after
dispatching a fact-finding mission first. Appropriate procedures of adjustments were
recommended as well, with focus on Burundian judicial system. Furthermore, advised
terms of settlement involved political dialogue and reconciliation, largely overlapping with
decisions adopted by Arusha processes. The existence of a threat to peace was repeatedly
agreed upon, with the crisis in Burundi having a significant impact on the subregion
including other problematic states as Rwanda or the DRC, and both parties were
consistently called upon to comply with provisional measures, most often being designed
by agreements already reached by the conflicting parties. Lastly, the Council often
cooperated with the OAU, later the African Union, eventually taking over its peacekeeping
mission. Therefore, all categories of the dependent variable in this regard were
indubitably implemented.
As for the humanitarian assistance, it was mentioned that the Council steadily
urged all states and international organizations to provide Burundi with the aid necessary
to overcome its struggles. In 1994 and the 1999 – 2007 period, Burundi was targeted by
Consolidated Appeals Process, with the UN agencies – including FAO, UNHCR, UNICEF,
WHO, or UNDP – providing significant contributions.28 Although the difference between
Burundi’s requirements and the actual donations fluctuated, with only 38 % of the needs
being covered in 1999, the number was increasing witch each year, reaching 80 % in 2007
(FTS, 2007). Furthermore, several donor conferences for urgent aid were held with the UN
assistance – for example in Paris in 2000, where $440 million was pledged “to the
Complete list of donors and individual contributions can be found in the Financial Tracking
Service archive (e.g. FTS, 1994).
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resources available for the restoration of peace, reconstruction and development” in
Burundi (ReliefWeb, 2000).
To illustrate, statistics of the Food and Agriculture Organization show that the
World Food Programme delivered over 1 million tonnes of food aid to Burundi over the
conflict period, making it 78 thousand tonnes per year (FAO, 2017). In comparison, before
the civil war erupted, the annual amount of food aid shipped to Burundi was
approximately 5 thousand tonnes per year (see Table 7). Following the end of the conflict,
the amount kept increasing, reaching 113 annual thousand tonnes between 2006 and
2009.

Time Period

Average Annual Food Aid
(thousand tonnes)

1989 – 1992

5

1993 – 2005

78

2006 – 2009

113

Table 8: Average amount of food aid provided to Burundi.

As for the refugee support, in 1993 over 80 % of refugees were assisted by the
UNHCR, according to official statistics (UNHCR, 2018). However, this figure decreased in
the following years, staying above 60 % until 2000, but eventually dropping below 50 % in
2005. Despite that, the Security Council paid significant attention to refugee situation in
the region – e.g. during the 3569th meeting it encouraged the High Commissioner for
Refugees to visit Burundi, with an aim of halting the declared policy of Zaire (DRC) to
forcibly repatriate refugees back to their countries of origin. Similarly, at the 3506 th
meeting the Council tasked the High Commissioner for Human Rights with reinforcing his
Burundian office. It is worth reminding that the conditions of humanitarian missions in
Burundi were substantially deteriorated by the continuous attacks on their personnel – a
reality which forced International Committee of the Red Cross or even the mentioned
World Food Programme29 to narrow their activities in the region (UNSC, 2018, p. 397).

Apart from its other activities, the World Food Programme also participated in the refugee
assistance, encouraging the refugees to return home by providing them food packages and tools for
growing crops after their repatriation (UNSC, 1994, p. 7).
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To conclude rest of the dependent variable’s categories, it was documented that
the tool of peacekeeping operations under Chapter VII of the Charter was used, while the
possibility of various sanctions or embargoes and that of humanitarian intervention were
both used as an indirect threat to those rebel groups unwilling to join Arusha peace
processes. All these findings go well in hand with Hypothesis 2, based on constructivism,
since the high severity of Burundian civil war gained significant attention of the Security
Council. On the other hand, the realism-based Hypothesis 1 was not confirmed, since the
activity occurred in absence of any considerable interests of the P-5 in the region.

3.3

Case 3 – Djibouti (1991-1994)
The civil war in Djibouti, lasting from 1991 to 1994, represents Case 3, displaying

low level of intensity and simultaneously considerable interests of the P-5. Following the
Hypothesis 1, based on realism, this crisis therefore should attract some attention of the
Security Council – and conversely, following the constructivist Hypothesis 2, given the
relatively low severity the Security Council should not pay too much attention to it. Once
again, firstly a brief overview of the conflict is presented, with both independent variables
specified and described more narrowly, and then the involvement of the Security Council
is assessed through the only dependent variable.

3.3.1 Conflict’s Overview
Djibouti, being a French colony since the late 19th century, gained its independence
in 1977. Only ten years earlier, in 1967, Djiboutian people voted in favour of staying
connected to France in local referendum, however, the name of the country, at that time
being “French Somaliland”, was changed to “French Territory of the Afars and the Issas”
with respect to local ethnicities. In 1973 this connection was confirmed, only to be
immediately challenged by local groups, most notably by African People's League for
Independence (New York Times, 1977). Despite the territorial claims of Ethiopia and
Somalia, previously backed by significant Somali population of Djibouti, the 1977
referendum eventually led to full independence, with 99.75 % positive votes (AED, 2011b)
and with the country’s name finally becoming the Republic of Djibouti.
As mentioned, France approached the process of decolonization with somewhat
higher degree of reluctance than its counterparts, with the war with Algeria representing
the peak of this traction. The strategically advantageous position of Djibouti, providing
easy access to the Red Sea, to the Gulf of Aden and eventually to the Indian Ocean to
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whoever controls it, proved to be an alluring asset for France with its historical plans of
controlling the Sub-Saharan part of the continent, connecting Senegal with the Horn of
Africa. Despite the fact that those aspirations were forcefully abandoned following the
Fashoda Crisis in 1898, Djibouti remained highly important part of the French empire
until its eventual demise.30
Shortly after Djibouti achieved its independence it became a one-party state
designed to be a unitary presidential republic. Hassan Gouled Aptidon, former leader of
African People's League for Independence, was elected president in 1981, with his party,
the People's Rally for Progress (RPP), becoming the sole legislative actor. Aptidon was reelected in 1987 without opposition, while the relative stability of this time period was
based on European powers’ fear that the strategic ports could fall under control of more
powerful, yet less stable neighbours of Djibouti (Klíma, 2012, p. 404).
Roots of the upcoming conflict can be traced to the colonial times for two major
reasons – firstly, when European powers divided the east part of Africa, they separated
local Somali-speaking Muslim population into several states with artificial boundaries
(Paul, 1977, p. 4), and secondly, similarly to the situation in Rwanda or Burundi, French
authorities were giving significantly preferential treatment to the Afar ethnic group, which
gained better education and overall position within the society than the Issas.
Subsequently, while the former was traditionally inclined to support the continuation of
status quo, i.e. remaining within the French realm, the latter preferred independence more
steadily (Brass, 2008, p. 534).
Once again resembling the situation in Rwanda, following the independence the
Issa group seized power, with the mentioned People's Rally for Progress representing
their interests, and with the newly elected president belonging to the tribe as well. Within
the one-party system the previously powerful Afars became strongly marginalized, which
eventually led to the outbreak of civil war.
The Afar rebellion, led by the Front for the Restoration of Unity and Democracy
(FRUD), erupted in November 1991. Afars as the largest tribe, outnumbered solely
because Issa was able to combine its forces with other Somali-based clans, demanded
creation of transitional government followed by regional autonomy for the Djiboutian
Afars (U.S. Department of State, 1994). Furthermore, the one-party system was to be
Africa represents an important foreign-policy area for France up to this day. Despite the decrease
of military presence, beginning in 1997, by 2010 60 thousand French troops were still stationed on
the continent, making it the largest external force there (Carmody, 2011, p. 41).
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replaced with multiparty democracy, bringing more equality to the divided country (New
York Times, 1991).
The fighting took place mostly in the north parts of Djibouti, with an exception of a
single governmental operation during which armed troops entered an Afar-inhabited area
within the capital Djibouti and opened fire on unarmed crowds, killing almost 60 people
(OnWar, 2018b). After a year of clashes the government recognized the need of
institutional changes, leading to adoption of a new constitution in 1992 – a referendum
was successfully held in September, asking whether the voters approve the new multiparty constitution, with the system being additionally limited to four parties (AED, 2011b).
Despite that, the conflict continued – to a limited degree – until 1994, when moderate
fraction of the FRUD signed a peace agreement with the government. Other, more radical
parts of the decentralized party continued with the fighting up to 2001, when another
peace agreement was signed, promising more de-centralized local bodies and unrestricted
multi-party system (UN Integrated Regional Information Network, 2001).

3.3.2 Intensity Revisited
As suggested in the first part of this chapter, the Djiboutian conflict – relatively to
the other cases – does not display significantly high level of severity. The amount of
casualties fluctuates between 250 and 1000, with only one documented instance of mass
civilian killing, and the most intense fighting lasted “only” a year and was largely isolated
in the northern regions. As for the refugees and internally displaced persons, it is
interesting to note that as in 1993, Djibouti hosted approximately 45 thousand refugees,
mostly from Somalia. While the UNHCR estimates that during the conflict almost 100
thousand other people fled Djibouti to Ethiopia and Eritrea, further reports suggest that
the number was significantly lower – around 9 thousand as for 1993 (U.S. Department of
State, 1994). Most of the refugees were from the Afar tribe, as they were able to seek
sanctuary in Afar-controlled regions of neighbouring countries.
Given the mentioned isolation of the conflict to a few territories in the north of
Djibouti the war’s spillover effect was negligible, as there were no border clashes, no
foreign military groups became involved, and no other country directly participated in the
crisis. As for the human suffering, the Political Terror Scale rates Djibouti as the conflict
with the least severe breaches of human and civil rights within the population of cases,
with the perpetrators being most often members of the government forces, and with its
score, highly exceeding 3, being described as: “There is extensive political imprisonment,
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or a recent history of such imprisonment. Execution or other political murders and brutality may be common. Unlimited detention, with or without a trial, for political views is
accepted” (PTS, 2018). However, none of the categories could sufficiently create a threat to
international peace and security – therefore, if the Security Council was to be involved in
the crisis, following the hypotheses it would be because of the P-5’s interests in the region.

3.3.3 The P-5’s Interests Revisited
In the recent years, the geopolitical significance of Djibouti attracted attention of
many foreign powers. Following the 9/11 attacks, the United States chose Djibouti – as the
only stable country in the region – as a main base for its counterterrorist efforts,
establishing Camp Lemonnier near the international airport. As in 2014, more than 4
thousand people including Special Forces from Joint Special Operations Command
operated in the Camp, making it the largest and also the only permanent U.S. military base
in Africa (BBC, 2015). Similarly, after Somali pirates began to interfere with global
shipping industry, European powers – including Germany, Italy and Spain – stepped in,
with France still disposing of an operational base from the colonial times. Japan followed
in 2011, developing its first foreign military base since World War II (Reel, 2016), and six
years later China similarly opened its first permanent military deployment since the
withdrawal from North Korea (Clover and Fei Ju, 2017). While the Russian proposal was
refused due to the situation in Ukraine, Saudi Arabia has recently – in 2017 – joined the
scramble, working on an agreement concerning its military base in Djibouti, an agreement
welcomed by Djiboutian government (Aglionby, 2017).
However current these developments are, they all occurred years after the civil
war, and therefore cannot be taken as an empirical evidence of the P-5’s interests in
Djibouti. Out of this thesis’ categories, arms sales between Djibouti and the P-5 deserve to
be explored further, since with the exception of Algeria and Chad, Djibouti scored highest
within this sub-variable. The SIPRI database suggests that between 1991 and 1994,
Djibouti received 25 million TIVs – 20 million originating in Russia, 3 in France, 1 in the
United States, and 1 coming from an unknown supplier. Looking at the more specific trade
registers (SIPRI, 2017b) it becomes clear that all of the items were aircrafts – either
helicopters (e.g. Mi-8MT) or light transport planes (e.g. Cessna 208 Caravan), being
already previously used in most cases.
As for conventional trade, the OEC data shows that every conflict year Djibouti
represented averagely 0.06 % of the whole P-5 export. In this regard Djibouti does not
display relatively high values, as they are not only lower than the outlining Algeria, but
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also compared to Ivory Coast, Liberia, or Congo-Brazzaville. However, the structure of
Djiboutian import shows that its connection with the P-5 is still considerable, as almost 50
% of the import annually arrived solely from France, the United Kingdom, China and the
United States. Furthermore, significant amount of Djiboutian export also ended up in the
P-5 countries, with an interesting rise in case of the United Kingdom, with its share rising
from 1 % in 1992 to 24 % in 1993. That being said, despite the fact that of all sub-variables
in this category, trade is the weakest one for Djibouti, the connections still are to be
recognized.
While it is not necessary to elaborate on the colonial sub-variable, since it has
already been established that Djibouti was a French colony until 1977, the category of
alliances is worthy of deeper assessment. During the conflict, Djibouti had – according to
the ATOP database – three active treaties (ATOP, 2005). The first one was a consultation
and nonaggression pact with 23 other African or Middle Eastern nations, including Saudi
Arabia or Algeria, the second one was a defence pact with almost identical membership,
and lastly the third one – and the one which matters here – was a bilateral defence pact
between Djibouti and France. This treaty was effectively activated during the conflict,
although the Djiboutian request for French intervention was refused at first – the rejection
being backed by the treaty dealing only with defence against aggression from other
countries. Despite that, 250 French troops stationed in the mentioned military base were
sent on a “peace mission” into the conflict zones in order to assist the government in
restraining the Afar insurgency in 1992 (Associated Press, 1992).

3.3.4 Involvement of the UN Security Council
Between 1991 and 1994, the Security Council held a meeting 513 times (from the
2973rd meeting to the 3485th). However, according to the provisional verbatim records of
these meetings, the civil war in Djibouti was not mentioned at all during those sessions –
neither as the main agenda of the meeting, nor as a reference point while discussing other
issues. During the first two years, Djibouti was only mentioned once as one of the 21 UN
member states addressing the Security Council in order to draw attention to their arising
economic problems, caused by the application of sanctions against Iraq. The crisis
involving Iraq and Kuwait was one of those mentioned most often during the 1991 and
1992 meetings – together with developments in Cambodia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, or
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even Somalia, Djibouti’s more infamous neighbour.31 During the talks about Somalia,
Djibouti was mentioned again – but only as a place of negotiation for battling Somali
factions.
For the next two years – 1993 and 1994 – Djibouti became one of the ten nonpermanent members of the Security Council, and as a result, its role significantly
increased. Djiboutian representatives addressed many issues during the discussions –
from the everlasting crises in Somalia or Bosnia and Herzegovina, through the conflict in
Angola to the genocide in Rwanda.32 However, their own crisis never made it to the UN
headquarters. Whereas it could be argued that the government of Djibouti did not want to
attract any UN attention to the insurgency, as it wanted to deal with it by itself – as
mentioned above, often using unconventional methods – for the purpose of this thesis the
only relevant fact is that the Djiboutian civil war did not concern the Security Council in
this regard.
Given the absence of Djiboutian conflict on the agenda of the Security Council’s
meetings, it is not surprising that there was none Security Council resolution dealing with
this topic. During the four-year period, the Council adopted 286 resolutions, 25 of which
addressed admission of new member states – from the remaining 261, the crises
mentioned in the previous paragraphs gained most attention (UN, 2017d). Although this
thesis deals mainly with the Security Council, in this case it is interesting to assess the
General Assembly’s resolutions as well, since a decision called “Assistance for the
Reconstruction and Development of Djibouti” was adopted there each year. However,
despite the fact that these resolutions were being adopted during the conflict’s peak, the
fighting is not mentioned there at all – instead, the Assembly’s resolutions deal with
economic and social development of Djibouti complicated firstly by extreme climate,
mainly by “cyclical droughts, torrential rains and floods”, and secondly by the considerable
amount of refugees hosted by Djibouti (UNGA, 1994).
Nevertheless, the resolutions introduced another important issue – that of
humanitarian assistance. Each of them urges all states and other organizations to provide
Djibouti with appropriate assistance, specifically naming various UN institutions – the UN
Development Programme, the World Food Programme, the Food and Agriculture

The case of sanctions against Iraq was discussed during the 2981 st meeting; the following crises
were on the agenda during e.g. the 3057 th (Cambodia), the 3060th (Somalia), or the 3082th (Bosnia
and Herzegovina) meeting.
32 Djibouti addressed those issues during the following meetings: 3188 th and 3280th (Somalia),
3191st (Bosnia and Herzegovina), 3183rd (Rwanda), and 3477th (Angola). The transcripts can be
found in the meeting record archives of the Security Council (UN, 2017c).
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Organization, and many others. Simultaneously, the Secretary General was asked to
“continue his efforts to mobilize the resources necessary for an effective programme of
financial, technical and material assistance to Djibouti”.
Considering the Consolidated Appeals Process, it was mentioned in the case of
Algeria that there are no data in the FTS archives concerning years prior to 1994. As for
the World Food Programme, it has been operating in Djibouti since 1978, focusing on
social protection and human capital (WFP, 2017) – yet there is no evidence of enhanced
efforts during the civil war. According to the statistics provided by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO, 2017), the amount of food aid shipments to Djibouti,
supplied by the WFP, amounted to approximately 94 thousand tonnes during the four
conflict years, making it 23.5 thousand tonnes per year – meanwhile the average from the
time period between 1988 and 1990, when there was no civil war, amounted to 25.8
thousand tonnes of food aid per year. These figures show that the conflict had no impact
on the aid provided to Djibouti – after the war ended, the average again scored
approximately 23 thousand of food aid between 1995 and 1998 (see Table 7).

Time Period

Average Annual Food Aid
(thousand tonnes)

1988 – 1990

25.8

1991 – 1994

23.5

1995 – 1998

23

Table 9: Average amount of food aid provided to Djibouti.

Statistical database of the UNHCR, providing data regarding refugee assistance
since 1994, reveals that in 1994 all 18 thousand registered Djiboutian refugees, fleeing to
Ethiopia, were provided help – similarly to Ethiopian refugees simultaneously fleeing to
Djibouti, where 12.2 out of 12.8 thousand were assisted as well (UNHCR, 1994, p. 50). In
this regard, Djibouti gained significant attention of the organization, receiving more
comprehensive support than the previously assessed cases did.
Regarding various sanctions and sanctions regimes, there is no evidence that
Djibouti would be targeted by any measures of that kind in the given time period. The
Security Council imposed 26 such precautions since 1966, including Djibouti’s neighbours
Somalia and Eritrea (UN, 2018d) – however, not Djibouti itself. Similarly, the Council’s
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Consolidated Sanctions List does not show a single mention of Djibouti, neither in the part
dealing with individuals, nor in the group and entities section (UN, 2018c). Lastly, the
SIPRI database of arms embargoes, expanded by non-mandatory UN embargoes and the
EU embargoes, does not cover Djibouti either (SIPRI, 2018a). Furthermore, it goes with no
surprise that there was no peacekeeping mission in Djibouti, nor any kind of military
intervention (UN, 2017b) – the limited participation of French soldiers, assisting
government forces fighting the insurgency, was an unilateral step taken by France, based
on the defence treaty the two nations had signed.
In conclusion, the Security Council did not pay any significant attention to the crisis
despite its considerable interests in the region, which is an outcome going strongly against
the realism-based prediction, arguing that the Security Council intervenes in crises
endangering the P-5’s activities. Hypothesis 1, based on this prediction, is therefore
invalidated – the arms sales, conventional trade, alliance treaties and colonial ties did not
matter insomuch that the P-5 would push for dealing with the situation in Djibouti
through the UN system. On the other hand, Hypothesis 2 stands unimpaired, since the low
severity of Djiboutian civil war corresponds with the low degree of UN involvement.

3.4

Case 4 – Guinea-Bissau (1998-1999)
The shortest civil war within the population of cases, which afflicted Guinea-Bissau

between 1998 and 1999, concludes the case assessment. As Case 4, both its independent
variables scored low values – in other words, the conflict was not as severe as the rest of
the cases, and the P-5 members did not have any significant interests in it. This section
foremost serves – similarly to Case 1 – as a controlling feature, this time verifying that
when neither explanatory component of the Security Council’s activity is present, the
Council should not be very concerned with the crisis. The structure remains the same,
with all variables being further analysed after a short background of the civil war’s
development.

3.4.1 Conflict’s Overview
Although France faced considerable struggles during the process of decolonization,
it was Portugal where the “winds of change” – a term coined by British Prime Minister
Harold Macmillan in 1960 – met with the strongest resistance (Thomson, 2004, p. 34). It
was only the 11 years long war for independence, combined with Carnation Revolution
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overthrowing the authoritative regime shaped by António Salazar and his successor, what
enabled Guinea-Bissau to finally sever its ties with Portuguese empire in 1974.
Similarly to the previous cases, the most active group from the liberation war –
African Party for the Independence of Guinea and Cape Verde (PAIGC) became the most
prominent actor in the following period. However, throughout the 1980 tensions arose
between the Balanta ethnic group and the Cape Verdians, with the former perceiving the
latter as just another oppressor (Forrest, 1987, p. 101), leading to a military coup led by
army commander João Bernardo Vieira. Vieira, although himself belonging to another
ethnic group – Papel – was seen as a voice of the Balanta people, since the two groups
intensively cooperated in the previous years, who could end the Cape Verdian dominance
over government and over the PAIGC.
During the next decade, Vieira’s government abandoned the initial Marxistoriented policies, while continuously maintaining the one-party system dominated by
renewed PAIGC. Vieira, being head of state, head of government and chief of the armed
forces, only agreed to some gradual reforms after 1990 because of the dire economic
situation – unlike other former colonies, Guinea-Bissau was left with minimal residual
advantages from the imperial era, as the 300 years of Portugal rule only led to 260 miles of
paved roads, a single factory, and an illiteracy rate of 97 % (Thomson, 2004, p. 19). In
1993, multipartism was sanctioned, with first free parliamentary and presidential
elections held a year later.
Both Vieira and the PAIGC succeeded, with the ruling party securing 61 % of
National Assembly’s seats (AED, 2011c). Despite the formal democratization, the situation
did not display any signs of improvement, on the contrary – from the political perspective,
since 1995 Guinea-Bissau entangled itself it minor conflict with Senegal because of the
alleged support for a separatist movement struggling against the Senegalese government;
from the economic perspective in 1997 the original currency was replaced with the CFA
franc, otherwise used in former francophone colonies, and it subsequently became
apparent that only the prominent elites profit from the IMF loans (Klíma, 2015, p. 137).
The path to the relatively short civil war was therefore framed by the continuous ethnic
tensions, combined with socio-economic and political challenges.33
The crisis erupted in June 1998 after an attempted coup against Vieira’s
government, triggered by dismissal of Armed Forces Commander Ansumane Mané due to
Some authors describe the conflict in Guinea-Bissau as “fighting not against an enemy, but for a
possibility” (Bordonaro, 2009, p. 43), emphasizing that the mobilization occurred mainly because of
the difficult living conditions of the general population.
33
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alleged arms trafficking to the Senegalese rebels. The government was losing its popular
support heavily at this point, mostly because of its perceived servility towards Senegalese
needs – apart from the mentioned steps taken against officers allegedly cooperating with
the rebels, Vieira also signed away contested maritime zone, which had previously been
adjured by the International Court of Justice as being part of Guinea-Bissau’s territory
(Olarinmoye, 2004, p. 14).
After only one month of intense clashes, occurring mostly in the capital and
causing thousands of locals to flee into the country’s rural areas, first attempts of
mediation took place – however, as by this time the UN was evaluating the unsuccessful
operation in Somalia, subsidiarity within the Chapter VIII was preferred (Massey, 2004, p.
83). Therefore, the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) and the
Community of Portuguese Language Countries (CPLP) became the main mediators,
reaching a ceasefire agreement in August 1998. Nevertheless, the fighting soon
reoccurred, with the rebels promptly gaining control over majority of the country, leading
to a deadlock as the capital was the only remaining position Vieira managed to defend
(Bercovitch and Fretter, 2004, p. 112).
Another peace agreement was reached in November, only to be infringed again in
January 1999 despite the presence of ECOMOG, monitoring group deployed by the
ECOWAS. However, the renewed clashes only lasted a month, with Vieira consequently
agreeing on general elections scheduled for December of the same year. In May, Vieira was
eventually overthrown, but the situation remained relatively stable until the December
elections. There the PAIGC lost most of its mandates, taking up third place (AED, 2011c)
and marking a transition of Guinea-Bissau towards formal democracy.
Similarly to the situation after the 1994 elections, the transition to more
democratic system of governance did not initially improve the living conditions in the
country. Objectively, the overall socio-economic conditions kept worsening after the war
ended, with the Fragile State Index of Guinea-Bissau increasing until 2014 – a year before,
it displayed the 15th worst score worldwide (FSI, 2017). Subjectively, in 2007 76 % of local
survey respondents argued that life in Guinea-Bissau had been getting worse since the
conflict’s end (Gable, 2009, p. 168). On the other hand, according to the World Bank the
trend began to improve after 2015, as the Guinea-Bissau’s GDP growth was projected at 5
% for the following two-year period (WB, 2017b).
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3.4.2 Intensity Revisited
Apart from Djibouti, Guinea-Bissau – together with Ivory Coast – displayed the
lowest level of intensity, getting “low” values in all categories but the human suffering.
Although the sources vary once again when it comes to death toll, they rarely exceed one
thousand deaths (e.g. OnWar, 2018c; Global Security, 2018), with few exceptions (e.g.
Marshall, 2017) estimating 6 thousand casualties. What was more severe was the refugee
situation, as it was mentioned that the fighting concentrated in the capital forced
thousands of people out of the city. The UNHCR data suggest that as much as 200 thousand
people fled their homes, with additional sources specifying that significant amount of
those refugees left the city to find asylum in safer villages in other parts of the country
(Massey, 2004, p. 82).
Even though Binder (2015) as the main source of the spillover sub-variable does
not mention any spread of the Guinea-Bissauan crisis, it is worth mentioning that two
neighbouring countries – namely Senegal and Guinea – provided more than a thousand
troops to Vieira at the beginning of the strife (Olarinmoye, 2004, p. 16). This factor
significantly complicated the situation, as the opposition perceived it as a foreign
intervention and therefore refused to comply with any ceasefire calls as long as the foreign
troops stayed in the country. Both Senegalese and Guinean forces were withdrawn in
February 1999, simplifying both continuation of the peace talks and the subsequent
successful coup against Vieira.
The human suffering index is the only category where Guinea-Bissau’s code was
“medium”, as the Political Terror Scale evaluates it with a score of 4.25. The Amnesty
International report from 1998 suggests that the government forces – including the
mentioned Senegalese troops – often utilized torture, rape and arbitrary killing (AI, 1998).
Although the rebels seemingly did not violate human rights as often as their counterparts,
there are also reports about misconduct of the imprisoned civilians – however, after
episodes of beating, the detainees were all released (AI, 1999). Lastly, as mentioned above,
living conditions of the capital’s inhabitants worsened to a degree where majority of them
was forced to leave their homes.

3.4.3 The P-5’s Interests Revisited
As it was discussed in the chapter devoted to Case 2, Burundi and Guinea-Bissau
are the only two countries within the population of cases scoring 0 in each category of this
independent variable. One cannot overlook the possible explanation provided by the
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economic strength of these regions – similarly to Burundi, Guinea-Bissau scored the 6th
lowest GDP worldwide in 1988, with only slow progress following the end of the conflict
(WB, 2017a). Therefore, it is no surprise that just as there is no evidence of any arms sales
between the P-5 and Guinea-Bissau, the conventional trade with the P-5 was merely nonexistent as well – despite the fact that Guinea-Bissau disposed of some petroleum
resources, as its main trading partner in that sector was India followed by Uruguay (OEC,
2017).
At the same time, Guinea-Bissau could not benefit from ex-colonial ties with any of
the P-5 members, being a former colony of Portugal. Nevertheless, one of the Security
Council leaders left a foot print in the conflict anyway – France, as one of the most
prominent allies of Senegal, attempted to influence the situation through the ECOWAS
mediation, favouring Vieira, while Portugal was simultaneously using the CPLP for similar
purpose, prioritising the rebels34 and leading to a situation of “sheer rivalry” (Massey,
2004, p. 89). Lastly, regarding the formal alliance ties, the ATOP database (ATOP, 2005)
suggests that Guinea-Bissau only had two treaties valid throughout the conflict, both being
defence or nonaggression pacts with other West-African countries.

3.4.4 Involvement of the UN Security Council
Given the relatively short duration of the Guinea-Bissauan civil war, the Security
Council only conducted 239 meetings between 1998 and 1999 (Meeting 3847 – Meeting
4086). The first mention of Guinea-Bissau occurred at the 3931st meeting in September
199835, dealing with the general situation in Africa, where invited chairman of the
Organization of African Unity urged the protagonists of conflicts in the Great Lakes region
– and in Guinea-Bissau – to cease the hostilities, with the UN Secretary-General adding that
it must be the local leaders who realize that peaceful solution is the path to follow.
Furthermore, the representatives of Brazil and France commended the activity of the CPLP
and the ECOWAS in the crisis.
Two months later, in November 1998, the civil strife made it onto the main agenda
of the 3940th meeting, to which the representative of Guinea-Bissau is invited to
participate, and where the agreement from November 1998 is strongly welcomed.
Similarly to the previous meeting, the mediation provided by the CPLP and the ECOWAS is
During a meeting with the UN Security Council in 1998, the ECOWAS representatives urged the
Council to prevent Portugal from supplying arms and sophisticated satellite communication to the
insurgents (PANA, 1998).
35 Similarly to the previous chapters, all the documents can be found in the meeting record archives
(UN, 2017c) and the resolutions transcripts archives (UN, 2017d) of the Security Council.
34
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commended as well, this time by the President of the Security Council, and both
adversaries are called upon to respect their obligation under the 1998 agreement. At the
same time, the ECOMOG mission is complimented, and all states are asked to provide it
with the necessary support, just as to provide Guinea-Bissau with sufficient humanitarian
assistance. Few days later, Guinea-Bissau is mentioned again during the 3942nd meeting
concerning African refugees – there the situation is perceived as improving and peace as
gradually being restored. Similarly, at the 3954th meeting the measures taken under
Chapter VIII are addressed as a “remarkable success”.
In December 1998, Resolution 1216 was adopted, following the 3958th meeting
concerned solely with Guinea-Bissau. The resolution essentially summarizes the Council’s
previous developments, commending the mediators, calling upon all actors to provide
assistance to Guinea-Bissau and to relevant regional organizations, and urging parties to
the dispute to fully implement provisions of the ceasefire agreements. No further steps
were taken – despite the representative of Nigeria warning the Security Council at the
3954th meeting that the crisis has a potential to threaten peace and security of the
subregion – until April 1999, when Resolution 1233 was adopted during the 3911st
meeting. Apart from the repeated support for the regional organizations and for the donor
states, the Council seconds the Secretary-General in establishing The United Nations
Peacebuilding Support Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNOGBIS), providing political framework
and leadership for post-conflict development of Guinea-Bissau. Furthermore, a donor
conference in Geneva is endorsed, attempting to mobilize humanitarian assistance for the
conflict-torn country. Apart from some retroactive comments regarding the contribution
of the ECOMOG and the UNOGBIS36, Guinea-Bissau was not addressed any further.
In conclusion of the dependent variable’s first part, the Council had Guinea-Bissau
on its main agenda 3 times, issuing 2 resolutions dealing with the conflict. The country’s
representatives were invited to the discussion on numerous occasions, the parties were
called upon to comply with provisional measures, and considerable cooperation between
the Council and regional organizations occurred, with the Council repeatedly urging the
UN members to provide support to the ECOMOG. On the other hand, the Council did not
call the parties to settle their dispute by peaceful means, as it only formally consulted the
crisis after the ceasefire agreement was already reached.37 Analogously, no UN
Although the overall evaluation was widely positive, some critique aimed at the reluctant attitude
of most states, leading to insufficient human and financial resources of the peacekeeping initiatives
(e.g. the representative of Togo at the 4049th meeting).
37 The appeal of the Organization of African Unity’s chairman cannot be counted, as it is not an
official statement of the Security Council. Similarly, the Secretary-General’s speech does not equal
Council’s direct command to cease the hostilities.
36
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investigation took place, nor any specific procedures of adjustment or terms of settlement
were recommended. Lastly, the existence of a threat to peace and security was only
acknowledged by the representative of Nigeria, not by the Security Council as a whole.
It was already mentioned that the Council frequently endorsed provision of
humanitarian aid to Guinea-Bissau, e.g. through the donor conference held in Geneva.
Moreover, in both years the country was subjected to the Consolidated Appeals Process,
through which various organizations – most notably the World Food Programme –
covered 50 and 75 % of the total needs, respectively (FTS, 1998). The World Food
Programme, apart from being the only institution fulfilling 100 % of its pledges in 1999,
also increased its shipments for the time the conflict was active (FAO, 2017) – and,
similarly to the case of Burundi, only in more limited sense, continued to increase the
amount of food aid after the crisis ended (see Table 10).

Time Period

Average Annual Food Aid
(thousand tonnes)

1994 – 1997

10

1998 – 1999

22

2000 – 2003

24

Table 10: Average amount of food aid provided to Guinea-Bissau.

According to the UNHCR statistical yearbooks (UNHCR, 2018), out of the 200
thousand people fleeing their homes in total, more than 195 thousand happened to be
internally displaced, leaving only 6.5 thousand of refugees leaving the country mostly to
Gambia, Guinea and Senegal – from those, the UNHCR assisted approximately 40 % in
1998. As for 1999, the data suggest that vast majority – more than 200 thousand – of the
internally displaced persons returned home by the end of the year, similarly to the 5
thousand returned refugees. While the data on assisted IDPs are not available due to the
inability to register them, and also due to the limited possibility of assistance provision
(UNHCR, 2000, p. 6), the UNHCR provided help to almost 50 % of those crossing the
border. It should be noted that both sides of the conflict were commended during the
Council’s 3968th meeting for allowing the delivery of humanitarian aid.
Concluding the second part of the dependent variable, the only Guinea-Bissaurelated items on the Consolidated Sanctions List (UN, 2018c) have been listed in 2012,
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following yet another military coup (BBC, 2012). During the civil war, no sanctions nor a
threat of sanctions were utilized, just as there was no mandatory UN embargo
implemented against Guinea-Bissau (SIPRI, 2018a). Regarding peacekeeping operations,
although no conventional mission was deployed, the discussed Peacebuilding Support
Office was created to supervise the post-conflict process, eventually being replaced by the
United Nations Integrated Peacebuilding Office in Guinea-Bissau (UNIOGBIS) in 2009.
Finally, there was no sign of any consideration of utilizing the tool of humanitarian
intervention.
Comparing the findings with the two hypotheses, the results are not in any way
straightforward. The conflict with both relatively low intensity and negligible interests of
the P-5 attracted some Security Council’s attention, contrasting with the prediction of
minimal activity in this type of crisis. It could be said that given the slightly higher value of
the intensity (1) over the P-5’s concern (0) the constructivism-based hypothesis has more
of explanatory power, especially with the discussed spillover effect being underestimated
within the original assessment. However, further examination is necessary, therefore a
concluding Table 11 can be found in the last chapter.

Conclusion
This thesis aimed at deepening the debate over the United Nations Security Council
performance legitimacy, specifically over its perceived selectivity when addressing
various humanitarian crises. While the Council’s activity represented the only dependent
variable, two most often utilized approaches were transformed into two independent
variables – that is the conflict’s intensity and the interests of the permanent five members
of the Council in it, with the former notion being based on constructivism and the latter on
realism. The research question subsequently asked what constitutes the most precise
explanation of the Council’s varying intervention extent, Hypothesis 1 predicting that it is
the interests of the P-5, and Hypothesis 2 anticipating the crisis’ severity to have higher
impact on the Council’s decisions.
After the crises under consideration were narrowed to African intrastate conflicts
occurring between 1991 and 2010, population of 10 cases was established, leading to
creation of case selection matrix containing 4 “ideal types” of events – Case 1 with high
intensity and considerable interests of the P-5 within it, Case 2 with high intensity and
negligible P-5’s interests, Case 3 being reversed version of Case 2 by displaying low
intensity and significant concerns of the P-5, and Case 4 manifesting low values in both
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categories (see Table 2 on p. 20). After first round of case assessment, it was decided that
civil wars in Algeria, Burundi, Djibouti and Guinea-Bissau will represent Cases 1-4,
respectively.
In Algeria, neither the relatively high intensity nor the maximal measured interests
of the P-5 attracted any considerable attention of the Council. Although the findings de
facto contradict both defined hypotheses, they also introduce another issue previously
omitted by the analysis – that is the position of local authorities. It was shown that this
was the only case where government of the conflict state repeatedly and explicitly refused
any third-party mediation attempts offered by the Secretary-General, and it is therefore
difficult to imagine how the Security Council could get involved without carrying out
humanitarian intervention bypassing the governmental consent. Nevertheless, the fact
that the conflict was not even brought up to any of the Council’s meeting suggests that the
government’s refusal was not the only part of the picture.
The following two cases, standing opposed to each other – Burundi and Djibouti –
show a record strongly favouring Hypothesis 2, since the extremely severe conflict in
Burundi triggered the highest detected Council activity, while the Djiboutian civil strife
failed to achieve similar results despite the P-5’s interests in the country based on mutual
trade and strategic advantages of Djibouti. However, similarly to the case of Algeria the
government’s attitude played a role as well, as the representatives of Djibouti did not
bring the dispute afflicting their homeland onto the Council’s agenda despite being its nonpermanent members throughout the conflict period.
The Council’s involvement in Guinea-Bissau contradicted the original predictions
similarly to the first case, as the crisis with lowest severity and the least P-5’s interests in
it attracted more attention than the previously discussed Algerian civil war. However,
unlike the Algerian government, both parties to this dispute expressed willingness to let a
third actor mediate the conflict – whether we talk about the efforts of regional
organizations, the humanitarian assistance, or the eventual UN peacebuilding mission. All
the findings are summarized in Table 11.

low (0)
3

2

0

12

Table 11: Final findings. The full list of utilized tools can be found on p. 17.

Bissau

low (1)

0

medium (4)

low (0)

Djibouti

Guinea-
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low (0)

medium (5)

Burundi

0

0

high (6)

medium (4)

Algeria

Resolutions

Meetings

interests

Intensity

Case

UN SC

UN SC

P-5

3

0

8

0

Tools

Utilized

refugee assistance

(120 %), limited

CAP, WFP increase

refugee assistance

assistance

(1460 %), refugee

CAP, WFP increase

(26 %)

WFP increase

Assistance

Humanitarian

no

no

threat of

yes

Embargoes

Sanctions /

office

no

mission

no

Peacebuilding

/

Peacekeeping

no

no

threat of

no

Intervention

Humanitarian
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Although the results are partially ambiguous, it can be argued that Hypothesis 2
achieves more explanatory power than the realism-based Hypothesis 1. The causal link
between the crisis’ intensity and activity of the Council is not given, however, each case
proves that it is stronger than the influence of individual P-5 members – in Algeria, the
extreme values of both mutual trade and arms sales did not persuade the Council to take
any steps against the atrocities or against the government’s averse stance; in Burundi,
non-existent interests of the five powers did not stop the Council to actively address the
dire situation including a genocide, and vice versa, the lack of intensity within the
Djiboutian conflict outbalanced the other variable, resulting in absence of any mediatory
participation. Even in the case of Guinea-Bissau the Council’s activity can be ultimately
ascribed to the intensity, since the original assessment did not consider the impact of the
civil war on neighbouring countries (i.e. the participation of Senegalese and Guinean
soldiers in the fighting).
In other words, while there is numerous evidence for proving Hypothesis 2, no
confirmation was reached for affirming the role of P-5’s interests in the decision-making
process of the Council. But, as it was discussed, the causal logic implying that the higher is
the intensity, the higher is the activity, does not apply unconditionally. Therefore, to
answer the research question – the severity of the conflict significantly influences the
Council’s decision to intervene, but additional factors, for example attitude of the local
government, need to be considered.
Because of the qualitative nature of this work, it is not possible to completely
generalize the findings. The scope of sub-variables for both approaches is limited, and
therefore cannot cover every possible explanation for the Council’s involvement – apart
from the discussed position of the government, another causes worth exploring are
character of the insurgents, which played important role in Algeria; overall dynamics of
the region, as Guinea-Bissau entangled itself in the war at the same time as nearby Sierra
Leone and Liberia; and finally the aggregated power of the conflict state, which was
originally omitted within this thesis as the original logic only applied to interstate conflicts
– but as proved by the Algerian case, ability of a state to refuse intervention plays
significant role in civil conflicts as well.38

Binder (2009, p. 345) gives the example of Chechnya, where the P-5 status of Russia prevented
any notable international action. As discussed here, further research should expand this logic
beyond the mere veto power.
38
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Taken together, this thesis contributed to the current debate by diminishing
validity of the notion regarding alleged influence of the Security Council’s permanent
members on its involvement in humanitarian crises, specifically in African intrastate
conflicts. Within any of the four case studies, no evidence backing this claim was found –
on the contrary, the concept of human security appeared to be followed, as the crises with
higher intensity generally attracted more activity of the Council. Nevertheless, as
discussed both in the individual case studies and in this conclusion, the intensity does not
account for the full scope of Council’s activity, and therefore cannot be understood as the
sole sufficient condition.
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Summary
Cílem této práce bylo prohloubit debatu o možných vysvětleních selektivního
zapojení Rady bezpečnosti Organizace spojených národů (OSN) v ozbrojených konfliktech
a humanitárních krizích. Zatímco hypotéza založená na realistické teorii mezinárodních
vztahů předpovídala, že míra aktivity organizace se liší dle zájmů stálých pěti členů Rady
(P-5) v daném regionu, druhá hypotéza – inspirovaná konstruktivismem – kladla důraz na
intenzitu konfliktu a na normativní cíle OSN související s lidskou bezpečností.
Z metodologického hlediska představuje práce kvalitativní případovou studii, kdy hodnoty
daných proměnných jsou zkoumány v rámci občanských válek v Alžírsku, Burundi,
Džibutsku a Guineji-Bissau.
Každý případ se lišil co do hodnot nezávislých proměnných – zatímco v Alžírsku
byla zjištěna vysoká intenzita i silné zájmy P-5, Burundi a Džibutsko představovaly dva
zrcadlově převrácené konflikty, kde první vykazoval extrémní intenzitu a absentující
zájem P-5, zatímco intenzita druhého byla minimální a zájmy P-5 v něm naopak podstatné.
Guinea-Bissau jako čtvrtý případ byla pojata jako kontrolní prvek, jelikož v obou
kategoriích získala nejnižší možné hodnoty.
Ačkoliv výsledná zjištění neposkytla jednoznačnou odpověď na výzkumnou
otázku, týkající se vysvětlení kolísavého zapojení Rady bezpečnosti OSN v afrických
konfliktech, znatelně vyšší míru přesnosti vykázala hypotéza pracující s intenzitou
konfliktu. Zatímco zájmy P-5 nebyly ani v jednom ze čtyř případů dostatečným impulzem
k zapojení Rady do dané krize, vysoká intenzita násilí vedla v případech Burundi a
částečně i Guineji-Bissau k mohutnější aktivitě. Případ Alžírska zároveň představil další
proměnnou, která by neměla uniknout budoucímu výzkumu – totiž v tomto případě
odmítavý postoj místní vlády, který během občanské války značně přispěl k minimálnímu
přispění OSN k jejímu řešení.
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Introduction
Legitimacy of an international institution represents a major issue affecting both
decision-making process and compliance with the institution’s outputs. In the case of the
United Nations Security Council, it is defined as “the degree to which the UN membership
recognizes the council as having both the right and the competence to act on behalf of the
international community in addressing issues related to international peace and security”
(Nadin, 2016, p. 20). The uniqueness of the Security Council, being the sole organ capable of
legitimizing the use of force39, adds even more importance to its ability to itself appear
legitimate.
With three existing types of legitimacy – legal, procedural and performance – the aim
of this thesis is to evaluate the latest and to only briefly mention the previous two.
Performance legitimacy, reflecting the organization’s ability to reach its goals, can be assessed
by multiple alternative ways – from addressing individual attempts of the Security Council to
deal with armed conflicts to comparing its performance during the Cold War with the post1991 period. However, inspired by the latest research, this thesis is going to focus on the
Security Council’s agenda, thus the performance legitimacy shall be evaluated through the
reasoning behind the Security Council’s (in)action.
That being said, the research question of the thesis shall be as following: “What does
explain the varying involvement of the UN SC in African conflicts?” Apart from explaining the
focus on Africa, further parts of this research proposal shall explain the theoretical framework,
nature of various variables, case selection, and the expected methodology. Furthermore, the
thesis’ expected outline is presented, although it may be subject to future changes.

Theoretical Framework
Based on the current research, this thesis will utilize two of the main streams in the
contemporary field of international relations – namely realism and constructivism. While
neoliberalism – or neoliberal institutionalism – as the third major approach surely has
something to say about the functioning of international institutions, it has not yet been widely
used to explain the Security Council’s possible selectivity, and for that reason it shall also be
omitted by this paper.

39

The legitimacy of the use of force is monopolized by the Security Council with an exception of
intervention upon request and the right to self-defence (Rittberger and Zangl, 2006, p. 127).
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Generally, realism views the international system as anarchical, with the state being
the main actor of international affairs. It also stresses the importance of relative gains from
any international cooperation and the necessity of a hegemonic stability for an emergence of
an international institution (Drulák, 2010, p. 149). Subsequently, from the realist point of view,
international organizations are of little effect, and are mostly used by powerful states to
spread their influence and to implement their power politics. The organization’s performance
thus relies on the support and will of these powers – this is often backed up by the fate of
League of Nations, being unable to overcome the conflictual nature of international system
without having the United States as a member.
Therefore, the realist explanation of the Security Council’s selectivity focuses more on
the role of prominent members of the Council, especially the five permanent powers (P-5) –
for example Boulden (2006) argues that the P-5 authorizes operations under blue helmets
when it matters to them and when “higher-level interests are at stake” (p. 419). Wallensteen
and Johansson (2004) observe that although the UN has become more significant than ever,
the stronger position of the P-5 in determining the agenda still remains an issue (p. 25). And
furthermore, Binder (2009) reveals that the Council has responded selectively to humanitarian
crises after the Cold War.
Constructivism, on the other hand, emphasises shared values and common perception
of the various global problems. Unlike realism, international organizations according to
constructivism play rather important role, since they – among other things – participate in the
creation and promotion of common norms, which consequently help to shape state’s interests.
The concept of “logic of appropriateness”, presented by March and Olsen (1989), is especially
useful here, as the authors argue that political institutions tend to “determine what the
situation is, what role is being fulfilled, and what the obligations of that role in that situation
are” (p. 160).
Based on that logic, the Security Council should pay more attention to conflicts with
higher severity, which is a claim supported by the current research as well – as Frederking and
Patane (2017) argue, crises with larger number of deaths and refugees are more likely to draw
the Council’s attention. Similarly, Beardsley and Schmidt (2011) suggest that there is a “close
correspondence” between the conflict’s intensity and the level of UN’s involvement (p. 46).
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Both realism and constructivism shall provide the base around which the hypotheses
will be structured, with H1 representing the realist approach to the question and H2 standing
for the constructivist notion:
➢ H1: The level of the UNSC involvement increases with the magnitude of the P5
interests in the region
➢ H2: The level of the UNSC involvement increases with the severity of the conflict

Conceptualization, Operationalization, and Data
Three major variables are going to be used within this thesis – as suggested, conflict
intensity and interests of the P-5 will represent independent variables, with the UN Security
Council’s activity in the given conflict being the only dependent variable.

Independent variable 1: Conflict intensity
As for the severity of the conflict, this thesis will mostly work with sub-variables used
within the previous research – namely the number of casualties and refugees, spillover effect
and the level of human suffering. The reasoning behind is that since the purpose of the United
Nations is to “maintain international peace and security, and (…) to take effective collective
measures for the prevention and removal of threats to the peace (…)” (UN, 2017a), the
Security Council should take steps against atrocities with potential to endanger international
peace. The conceptual disagreement about the possibility of intervening in a sovereign state’s
affairs shall be addressed as well, since it correlates strongly with the topic of intrastate
conflicts.
Sub-variable 1: Casualties
In the case of African conflicts different sources vary a lot when indicating the number
of casualties. Therefore, inspired by the work of Frederking and Patane (2017), the conflict’s
death toll is estimated via Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP, 2017) collecting data
concerning battle deaths in individual conflict years. There are some drawbacks to this
approach – e.g. counting only battle deaths highly skews the conflict in Burundi, where other
sources anticipate 100-300 thousand casualties altogether (Global Security, 2017; Marshall,
2017), while the UCDP estimates only 15 thousand – yet the Uppsala Program is the most
comprehensive database to use and for this purpose of relative comparison it appears to be
sufficient.
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Sub-variable 2: Refugees and Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)
Official statistics of the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR, 2017) are used to estimate the
number of refugees and internally displaced persons, with the variable summing these two
categories. The “peak year” within the conflict period with the highest amount of people
leaving their homes was chosen as illustrative as it shows the impact of the crisis itself more
than just a long-term migration trend.
Sub-variable 3: Spillover effect
Whether the intrastate conflict affected its country of origin’s neighbours is depicted
by variable of three degrees – 0 if the conflict remained within one state, 1 if any border
clashes were present or foreign military groups involved, and 2 if other countries directly
intervened into the crisis while not making it interstate. Martin Binder’s article (2015),
especially its online appendix (PRIO, 2017), served as the major source of data for this variable,
providing insight into the conflict’s diffusion to neighbouring states. Apart from this, case
studies for individual conflicts were used, mainly those provided by OnWar project (OnWar,
2017).
Sub-variable 4: Human suffering
“Human suffering index”, quantifying the level of human rights violation, was
calculated using The Political Terror Scale (The PTS) developed by Gydney et al. (PTS, 2017).
The PTS measures the level of political violence by compiling data from three major sources –
yearly reports of Amnesty International, the U.S. State Department Country Reports on Human
Rights Practices and Human Rights Watch’s World Reports. For each year, each source labels
the country with levels from 1 to 5 with 1 being secured rule of law and 5 being terror
involving the whole population. For the purpose of the “human suffering index” of this thesis,
arithmetic mean of each conflict year within the individual country was calculated, followed by
creating mean of all years of the conflict period.
In the case of Rwanda years 1999 and 2000 were excluded from the mean calculation
in order to prevent skewed results as the conflict was not active in these years (see p. 8, supra
note 4).
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Independent variable 2: The P-5’s interests
The interests of the P-5 are more difficult to depict since the existing research varies
considerably in this matter. Used variables, being arms sales, trade, alliance ties and former
colonial status, represent a selection of reasons why a member of the P-5 should be concerned
about a conflict in a given region. Two questions arise at this point – if a P-5 member is
interested in the conflict state, would it be more likely to have incentives to call for larger, or
smaller UN’s activity? And secondly, does it take only one P-5 member to affect the UN’s
agenda, or is a collective interest necessary? In the first case, where the interested member
attempts to increase UN’s activity, the collective concern seems to be necessary, since every
other individual member would be able to oppose the attempt through its veto power.
Subsequently, in the second case a single member’s interest would be enough to decrease the
activity, again with regard to its veto power. The selection of four cases should help in
answering this issue as well as the main research question.
Sub-variable 5: Arms sales
Amount of military supplies delivered to the conflict country is based on data provided
by the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI, 2017a). Trend-indicator value
(TIV) is used to show the transfers of major conventional weapons while providing a common
unit, simplifying the comparison of individual conflict years. The variable’s value represents
millions of TIVs provided to the conflict country by all permanent members of the Security
Council together40 – to avoid misinterpretation of the data due to different lengths of the
various conflicts, average arms flow per one conflict year was calculated.
Sub-variable 6: Trade
Amount of trade between the P-5 and the conflict state is assessed using The
Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC, 2017). At first, the share of export of one P-5
member imported by the conflict state is estimated for each conflict year. Secondly, average
annual share of one P-5 member’s export to the conflict state for the whole conflict period is
calculated. And thirdly, the average shares of all P-5 members’ exports are summed, creating a
variable depicting how much export of all P-5 members combined ended up in the conflict
state averagely every year within the conflict period.

40

For specific directories of weapons provided see SIPRI’s trade registers (SIPRI, 2017b).
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Sub-variable 7: Alliances
If the conflict state had any defence pact or any other type of alliance tie with one of
the P-5 is detected by using The Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions Project (ATOP,
2005), with the variable showing the number of P-5 members connected to the conflict state in
such manner within the time period in which the conflict was active.
Sub-variable 8: Former colonial status
Whether the conflict state used to be a direct colony of one of the P-5 is assessed
through the Correlates of War Project, specifically its “Colonial / Dependency Contiguity”
dataset (COW, 2017b). A dummy variable is created with 0 standing for the conflict state not
being a former P-5 colony and with 1 standing for the opposite. The date when the state
became independent is not relevant for the variable.

Omitted independent sub-variables
Previous research of the Security Council’s selective involvement in humanitarian
crises presented various variables eventually omitted in this thesis. The focus on African
intrastate conflicts in the distinct time period following Cold War automatically excluded
variables such as polarity of the international system, contiguity of the conflict state to a P-5
member, direct involvement of one of the P-5 members in the conflict or the geographical
relationship between crisis actors (see Beardsley and Schmidt, 2011).
Other variables were excluded because, as Binder argues (2015, p. 5), they were
repeatedly rejected by other previous research. Those are the type of conflict – religious,
secessionist, etc., the availability of resources in the conflict area, and the existence of a peace
treaty between the warring parties. Furthermore, variable used by Binder showing how the
strength of countervailing power affects the UN’s involvement was partially omitted as well –
while taking the conflict state’s alliance ties under consideration was kept in this analysis, its
amount of military personnel was not, since the logic of a possible – and united – opposition
towards UN’s intervention does not apply to intrastate conflicts.
Finally, variable used by Binder, Beardsley and Schmidt, focusing on previous
institutional involvement of the international community in the conflict region, is omitted due
to the lack of variation within the population of cases – either when assessing prior
peacekeeping operations (UN, 2017d) or the amount of humanitarian aid provided to the
country (OECD, 2016, p. 8).
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Dependent variable: The UN SC’s activity
As for the activity of the United Nations Security Council within a given conflict,
inspired by Binder (2009) and Frederking and Patane (2017) this variable shall consist of
number of meetings and resolutions released during the conflict period, and also of the fact
whether any type of sanctions or military actions – including peacekeeping operations – was
activated. Unlike the mentioned works, quantitative in their nature, the adopted resolutions
will be analysed individually. It is important to note here that this work does not aim at
evaluating the UN’s success in solving the crisis – its goal is to simply “measure” the activity
with respect to the severity of the conflict and the P-5’s interests in it.
The number of meetings of the Security Council shall be extracted from the Security
Council Meeting Records database (UN, 2017b). Similarly, adopted resolutions will be obtained
from the Security Council Resolutions database (UN, 2017c). Furthermore, official sources of
the United Nations should provide information about sanction regimes, peacekeeping
operations, and other forms of activity as well.

Case Selection
Given the qualitative nature of this work, the case selection explained in the following
section shall be narrowed into one particular type of conflict – African intrastate war.
According to the Correlates of War database (COW, 2017a), 60 out of 74 wars erupting after
1991 were of intrastate character, therefore the excluded cases represent a minority and the
analysis will be spared from difficult comparison of intra- and inter-state conflicts. Similarly, 31
out of these 60 intrastate conflicts took place in Africa – although in this instance the cases do
not represent a distinct majority, the previous reasoning is applicable here as well and the
analysis is thus spared from explaining various geographical and historical differences. Also, as
Boulden argues, the UN’s involvement in Africa had a crucial impact on the organization’s
attitude towards conflicts in the post-Cold War period in general (Boulden, 2003, p. 2).
Four cases will be chosen with respect to the independent variables (see Table 1):
•

Case 1: Conflict with high-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5

•

Case 2: Conflict with high-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5

•

Case 3: Conflict with low-level severity and considerable interests of the P-5

•

Case 4: Conflict with low-level severity and insignificant interests of the P-5
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case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

conflict severity
high
high
low
low

P-5 interests
high
low
high
low

Table 1: Case selection matrix

Based on this logic, the dependent variable – being the involvement of the UN’s
Security Council in the crisis – should in the end reflect which cause, being either the conflict
severity or the P-5’s interests, plays more important role in the UN’s decision whether to
intervene or not.
While focusing on African intrastate conflicts, two more conditions for the case
selection were set up. Firstly, only conflicts lasting within the period between 1991 and 2010
were considered, excluding both crises happening during the Cold War and these affected by
the Arab Spring. Secondly, conflicts emerging in this period which are still ongoing in the
present day were excluded as well. Both conditions are supposed to increase the comparability
of the cases, with the situation within the UN being rather different during the Cold War and
with the character of the conflicts being slightly changed after beginning of the Arab Spring.
Furthermore, with ongoing cases excluded it is possible to assess the UN’s whole involvement
in the crisis without leaving the door opened for possible future intervention.
Selection of the “population” of cases was based on database gathering major
episodes of political violence as compiled by Monty G. Marshall from Center for Systemic
Peace (Marshall, 2017). Included conflicts are distinguished by Marshall in accordance with
two criteria – following the first one they are either civil-intrastate (C), ethnic-intrastate (E) or
international interstate (I), following the second one they are considered episodes of violence
(V), war-violence (W) or independence attempt (N). As this thesis aims at explaining the
Security Council’s involvement in intrastate crises threatening international peace and
security, only pairs of civil-intrastate war-violence (CW) and ethnic-intrastate war-violence
(EW) were considered, excluding interstate conflicts (e.g. Ethiopian-Eritrean war of 1998-2000)
and minor cases of civil violence (e.g. the situation in Ghana in 1994). The results of this
procedure can be seen in Table 2.
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Djibouti 1991-1994

Congo-Brazzaville 1997-1999

Algeria 1991-2004

Guinea-Bissau 1998-1999

Sierra Leone 1991-2001

Ivory Coast 2000-2005

Burundi 1993-2005

Liberia 2000-200341

Rwanda 1994-200142

Chad 2005-2010

Table 2: Population of cases – ceased intrastate conflicts in Africa from 1991 to 2010.

Methodology
As mentioned, unlike most of the contemporary research of the UN SC’s selectivity this
thesis will be qualitative in its nature, assessing only the four cases selected by the procedure
described above. That implies that while its outcome will not be as general and comprehensive
as in the instance of quantitative studies, there will be more space for inquiry of individual
conflicts, various singularities and different circumstances of the UN’s advance.
The character of this thesis will therefore be the one of a case study, specifically a covariation analysis. Firstly, theoretical framework explaining different possible causal
mechanisms of the Security Council’s agenda-setting will be presented. Secondly, individual
values necessary for the framework will be specified. Thirdly, these values will be analysed
within the cases under research. And finally, an assessment shall be conducted, evaluating
validity of the explanation.
In other words, both independent and dependent variables will be measured
according to the operationalization mentioned above, and their values will be assessed and
compared with respect to the two hypotheses. Unlike other types of approaches, e.g.
congruence analysis, the aim is not to evaluate the strength of an individual theory, but rather
to tell which of the two theoretical approaches offers better foundation for the research of
Security Council’s selectivity, focusing mostly on the variables derived from these approaches.

41

The case of Liberia is marked as civil violence in Marshall’s database, yet it is included here since most
of other relevant sources acknowledge that it was in fact a civil warfare (Kieh, 2009; COW, 2017).
42
The case of Rwanda is the only conflict originally separated into three distinct time periods (1994,
1994-1998, 2001). However, because of the mostly limited impact the subsequent episodes of violence
have on the final results and in order to simplify the population of cases it was merged into one.
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